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We study the C*-algebras G-J(X, W) are 2(X, W) of singular integral operators 
and Toeplitz operators (respectively) associated with a strictly ergodic flow (.I’, Iw). 
We show that the commutator ideals of these algebras, (EBD(X, W) and (52(X, [w), 
are simple and are closely related to the transformation group C*-algebra, 
C*(X, W). We calculate the K-theory of G3(X, Iw), iI(X, [w) and their commutator 
ideals. The main results of this calculation, Corollary 3.8.4 and Theorem 4.1.1, 
assert that C*(X, Iw) is contained in G3(X, W) and if,i denotes the inclusion map, 
then 
is an order isomorphism and there is a short exact sequence 
0 --t Kl(c*(R)) A K,(C*(X, R)) -5 K,(&GqX, R)) + 0, 
where i is the canonical imbedding of C*([w) into C*(X, [w). We show also that, up 
to a change of scale, there is a unique trace on each of the commutator ideals. The 
key ingredient of our analysis is Theorem 3.1.1 which asserts a bijective corre- 
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spondence between Silov representations of the algebra of analytic functions on the 
flow and C*-representations of 63(X, R) and %(A’, R). This simultaneously 
generalizes Coburn’s theorem on the uniqueness of the C*-algebra generated by an 
isometry and Douglas’s theorem on the uniqueness of the C*-algebra generated 
by an isometric representation of a dense subsemigroup of R + 0 1992 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Classically, index theory arose in the study of singular integral operators 
on the line [GK]. These are (continuous linear) operators on the Hilbert 
space L’(R) of the form 
M)(t) = cp(t) 5(t) + $(f)(e)(t) (l.la) 
or 
(X)(f) = v(t) 5(t) + (H(bw)(tL (l.lb) 
where 5 E L2( R), cp, II/ E L”(R), and H denotes the Hilbert transform on 
L’(R). Closely related operators are the Toeplitz operators defined on the 
Hardy space H2(R) by the formula 
TV< = f’vt, t E H2(R), (1.2) 
where cp E L”(R) and P denotes the projection of L2(R) onto H2(R). The 
projection P is (H + 1)/2 and so the analysis of the two kinds of operators 
is effectively the same. When the symbols cp and $ for A and B lie in 
C( R u { co } ), one can decide easily when A and B are Fredholm and one 
can compute their indices. Likewise, when cp E C(lR u {co }), the Fredholm 
theory of T, is completely understood: T, is Fredholm if and only if cp 
never vanishes on R u {co }, i.e., if and only if cp is invertible in 
C( R u { co } ), and in this case the index of T, is the negative of the winding 
number with respect to zero of the curve determined by rp. 
In the years that followed the initial analyses of the operators A, B, and 
T, numerous developments have taken place. Efforts were made to replace 
the symbols by “rougher” functions, higher dimensional analogues of many 
varieties were introduced and studied, and operator algebra techniques 
were brought to bear on the analysis. With regard to the perspective that 
operator algebra brings to the subject, let 63 (resp. 2) be the C*-algebra 
generated by the operators A and B (resp. T,) where the symbols lie in 
C( R u {co f ), and let (X.63 (resp. (52) be the commutator ideal of 63 
(resp. 2). Then (EG3 and (5% are the algebras of compact operators on the 
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Hilbert space L*(R) and H2(R), respectively. The index assertions are then 
taken as statements about a map from K,( C(( R u { 00 }) x { + 1 })) = 
K’((Ru {m})x { +l}) to j&(&63) in the case of 63 and from 
K,(C(Ru {co}))= K’(Ru {a}) to K,((9%) in the case of 2. 
Consideration of certain higher dimensional analogues of 63, namely 
C*-algebras of order zero pseudodifferential operators on compact 
manifolds, led to the Atiyah-Singer index theorem which may be inter- 
preted in terms of K-theory in a similar fashion. When Connes [Cl] 
extended the Atiyah-Singer index theorem to foliations he replaced the 
K-theory of the compacts by the K-theory of the C*-algebra, C*( V, F), of 
the foliation (V, F) under consideration. His analysis applied to operators 
on vector bundles over (V, F) that are elliptic along the leaves of the folia- 
tion. For this purpose he built an algebra !PO( V, F) which is an extension 
of C*( V, F) by C(S*( V, F)), where S*( V, F) is the co-sphere bundle of the 
foliation. Elements in !PO( V, F) are pseudodifferential operators of order 
<O whose singularities are compactly supported in the leaf direction. The 
C*-algebra C*( V, F) is the commutator ideal of !P,,( V, F) and plays the 
role of the compact operators in the “classical” theory. Indices of operators 
in Y,,( V, F), which determine elements of K,(C(S*( V, P))), are interpreted 
as elements in K,( C*( V, F)). 
Connes was motivated, in part, by the work of Coburn, Douglas, Singer, 
and Schaeffer [CDSS] who studied Toeplitz operators with almost peri- 
odic symbols. They showed that if Z(q) denotes the C*-algebra generated 
by all Toeplitz operators with almost periodic symbols, then there is a 
faithful representation 7c of Z(q) in a type II, factor % such that when q 
is almost periodic AL is Fredholm in the sense of Breuer if and only if 
cp is bounded away from zero. Moreover, in this case, the Breuer-Fredholm 
index of n(T,) is the negative of the mean motion of cp. Missing from the 
analysis in [CDSS] is an interpretation of this index theory in terms of the 
K-theory of the commutator ideal of Z(q), &2(q). Only recently has 
K,(Oll(ap)) been calculated [JX] and applied to the spectral analysis of 
Toeplitz operators with almost periodic symbols [Xl. It turns out that 
K,(a2(up)) is somewhat different from what one might expect from 
Connes’s analysis. 
The authors of [CMXl] were motivated in part by efforts to develop 
more closely the ties between [Cl, CDSS). Their setting, and the setting 
of this paper, is the following. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space upon 
which the real line R acts continuously, yielding a transformation group or 
flow which we denote by (X, R), and for x E X and t E [w write x + t for the 
translate of x by t. For cp E C(X) and x E X, let cpl be the bounded con- 
tinuous function of 58 defined by the formula q,(t) = cp(x + t). For x fixed, 
we let 63, denote the C*-algebra generated by the singular integral 
operators (l.la) and (l.lb) with symbols cp, and $Y, q,$eC(X). 
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Similarly, we write 2, for the C*-algebra generated by the Toeplitz 
operators with symbols of the form cpx, cp E C(X). If (X, 178) is minimal, 
meaning that there are no closed invariant subsets of X apart from X and 
the empty set, then 63, is naturally isomorphic to 63, for all x and y in 
X and, similarly, 2, and 2, are naturally isomorphic. We write proui- 
sionally GZI(X, R) and Z(X, R) for the common isomorphism classes of the 
63,‘s and 2,‘s. It is shown in [CMXl, Theorems 24.2 and 25.21 that if 
(X, R) is minimal, then for each invariant, ergodic probability measure m 
on X there is a II, factor ‘%, and a faithful representation TC of 2(X, R) 
in %, such that rc( TVp,) is Breuer-Fredholm in 91n,, for cp E C(X) (and any 
x) if and only if cp is invertible in C(X), and in this case the Breuer- 
Fredholm index of rc( T,J is the negative of the mean motion of cpx for 
m-almost all x EX. Since the almost periodic functions on R may be 
realized as C(iE!) where B is the Bohr group, i.e., the dual of R endowed 
with the discrete topology, and since R acts on B minimally, in a canonical 
way, it is not difficult to see that the results of [CMXl] just cited contain 
the main result of [CDSS]. 
The connection with [Cl] is made when it is noted that the representa- 
tion n of ‘L(X, R) is developed in terms of a representation of the transfor- 
mation group C*-algebra C*(X, R). If X is a manifold with R acting 
smoothly and freely, then (X, R) determines a foliation F of X with one 
dimensional leaves, the orbits of the flow, and in this case C*(X, R) is 
C*(X, F). However, there are some important differences between [CMXl, 
CDSS] on the one hand and [Cl] on the other. One of the key purposes 
of the present paper is to develop and to explain these differences. At first 
glance, one might think that 63(X, R) = ul,(X, F). This would be nice, if 
it were true, for then the commutator ideal of 63(X, R) would be 
C*(X, F) = C*(X, R), its K-theory could be calculated explicitly using 
Connes’s analogue of the Thorn isomorphism [C3], and further applica- 
tions of K-theory to the spectral analysis of singular integral operators and 
Toeplitz operators might easily be found. However, 63(X, R) and V,(X, F) 
are different, in general. One heuristic way to see this is to note that 
63(X, IR) “contains” the Hilbert transform which is a pseudodifferential 
operator having singularities at zero and at infinity on every leaf. Since the 
elements of !P,,(X, F) have compactly supported singularities in the leaf 
direction, YO(X, F) can’t contain the Hilbert transform. To make this 
heuristic argument precise and to exhibit a number of its ramifications, 
we require a considerable amount of preparation and one additional 
hypothesis. 
The additional hypothesis is that the flow (X, 58) must be strictly ergodic 
in the sense that there is but one invariant probability measure on X. An 
invariant probability measure always exists by the Kakutani-Markov fixed 
point theorem, but having only one, even when the flow is minimal, is a 
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special property. However, it is not too special; the “generic” minimal flow 
is strictly ergodic [DE]. Strict ergodicity seems to be involved in our 
arguments in essential ways. 
A large part of our effort goes to improve the provisional definitions 
of 63(X, IL!) and iz(X, R) given above. They are difficult to work with 
because they are defined in terms of certain generators acting on specific 
Hilbert spaces. When one tries to define representations of these algebras 
on other Hilbert spaces by specifying them on the generators, a number of 
knotty problems are encountered and it is not at all clear in important 
instances that one can arrive at bonafide representations in this way. Our 
solution to the problem is to define 63(X, R) and iz(X, R) in terms of 
operators living in the double dual of C*(X, IL!). This gives 63(X, R) and 
2(X, R) an ontological status that is independent of representation. The 
provisionally defined algebras are then seen to be faithful representations of 
these “universal” algebras. 
Under the hypothesis of strict ergodicity, we will show that the com- 
mutator ideal of 63(X, R), 663(X, R), contains C*(X, W) properly, that 
at the level of K, the inclusion map induces an order isomorphism, and 
that K,(cG3(X, R)) is a proper quotient of K,(C*(X, R)). With a little 
diagram chasing, this will enable us to calculate the K-groups of 63(X, R) 
and 2(X, R). These results generalize the K-theory computations in [JX, 
X] where the contexts studied concern almost periodic functions. Our 
arguments, then, show that the naturally defined trace on (%63(X, R) is 
unique, up to scale, and so the index theory developed in [CMXl] is 
unique. 
We would like to conclude some specific spectral theoretic results along 
the lines of [X] from our analysis. More accurately, on the basis of what 
we prove here coupled with [Xl, we conjecture that given a system of 
Toeplitz operators T= [ T,+J in il(X, R)@M,, then there is an A in 
BZ(X, R)@M,,, depending on T, with /IAIl as small as we wish such that 
T + A is invertible if and only if the matrix [q,] is invertible in C(X) @ M, 
and the K-theory class that [vii] determines in K,(C(X)) vanishes. We 
suspect hat this is true on the grounds of [X] and the fact proved below 
that K,(2(X, R)) = 0. The conjecture would follow easily, if we could prove 
that the topological stable rank of K:Z(X, R) is 1. This, however, is beyond 
our reach at the moment, except for the special cases proved in [Put], but 
hopefully will be the subject of another paper. 
The next section is devoted to preliminaries. We present the operational 
definitions of 63(X, R) and il(X, R) in Subsection 2.1. Subsection 2.1 is 
concerned with facts from the spectral theory of automorphism groups that 
we will use. These facts are all known, but we present a proof of the hard 
part of the Forelli Spectral Commutation Theorem in our special setting 
which is new and, we believe, more perspicuous than the original. The third 
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subsection is devoted to some of the non-commutative rgodic theoretic 
consequences of our assumption that the flow is strictly ergodic. Subsection 
2.4 contains some facts about representations of C*(X, R) that we will use 
later and Subsection 2.5 contains several important computations that we 
will need. 
The third section is concerned with the universality of 63(X, R) and 
2(X, W). In a sense, the main facts proved here may be viewed as 
generalizations of Coburn’s theorem on the uniqueness of the C*-algebra 
generated by an isometry [Cob] and Douglas’s theorem on the uniqueness 
of the C*-algebra generated by an isometric representation of a sub- 
semigroup of R, [Dougl]. The first six subsections are devoted to a proof 
of a result that relates the representation theory of 63(X, R) and iz(X, R) 
to the invariant subspace structure of the so-called Silov representations 
[DP] of the algebra A(X) of analytic functions on the flow. This is the 
subalgebra of C(X) consisting of those functions cp such that for each x, cpX 
lies in H”(R) [Ml. In Subsection 3.7 we show that the commutator ideals 
of 63(X, R) and 2(X, R), 663(X, R) and %Z(X, R), are simple. Finally, 
in Subsection 3.8, we show that C*(X, IR) E 663(X, R). This is done by 
identifying C*(X, R) with the commutator ideal of a “smoothed” version 
of 63(X, R) and showing that the “smoothed’ version is contained in 
63(X, R). The “smoothed’ version really is Connes’s algebra YO(X, F) and 
has been studied in numerous places in the literature (cf. [Cl, C2, Doug2, 
Doug3, DHKl, DHK2, FS, JK]). 
Section 4 contains our K-theory results. Subsection 4.1 contains the 
statement and some of the proof of the theorem given in the abstract, 
Theorem 4.1.1. Subsection 4.2 deals with some very technical, but delicate 
parts of the proof. In Subsection 4.3, we compute the other K-groups and 
show that there are essentially unique traces on U%(X, R) and CZ(X, R). 
The last subsection, Subsection 4.4, contains more reflections on analogues 
of asymptotically almost periodic functions. 
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all our Hilbert spaces are complex and 
separable and all our flows are second countable, minimal, free, and strictly 
ergodic. The algebra of all bounded operators on a Hilbert space 2 will be 
denoted S(Z) and the ideal of compact operators will be denoted 
by .X(JO. 
The freeness assumption rules out the special case of R acting on the 
circle through rotation and the minimality assumption rules out the special 
case of R acting on the one point compactification of the line. However, we 
will consider these from time to time as special cases that are amenable to 
our analysis. Indeed, of course, these are the motivating special cases. 
Our results carry over to the non-separable situations provided care is 
taken, since none of the recondite aspects of non-separable disintegration 
theory are involved. The necessary detail to do this, however, does not 
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seem to be worth the effort, except in the case of C(B) (the almost periodic 
functions), but in this case the results can be obtained by other methods. 
























2.1. In this section we define the basic objects that we will investigate, 
we establish notation, and we discuss some known results from a novel 
perspective. 
Throughout (X, LQ) will be a fixed flow with X compact and Hausdorff 
and C*(X, R). will denote the corresponding transformation group 
C*-algebra. Our basic reference for such algebras are [EH, Ped]. Recall 
that C*(X, R) is a completion of the space, C,(Xx R), of all compactly 
supported, continuous, complex-valued functions on Xx R! which, in turn, 
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is a *-algebra under pointwise addition and scalar multiplication with 
product and adjoint given by the formulae 
f *g(r,r)=jR/(x,S)g(x+s,t-s)ri.r 
and 
j-*(X, t)=.f(x+ t, -t). 
It is useful to introduce the norm II.11 r on C,.(Xx iw) defined by the formula 
llfll~=.F, lIf(.> t)llcc dt. (2.1) 
With respect to this norm, C,.(Xx iw) becomes a normed *-algebra and 
C*(X, [w) is its enveloping C*-algebra. 
Because X is compact, functions of the form f(x, t) =fo(t) with 
fO E C,( [w) are contained in C,(X x Iw). The closure of this space of functions 
in the norm /I . II r is, of course, (isomorphic to) L’([w) and so its closure in 
C*(X, [w) is (isomorphic to) C*(R). Through the Fourier transform we 
identify this closure, or C*(R), with C,(Q) where we write R instead of [w 
to emphasize the roles the variables are playing. 
Recall that a covariant representation of C*(X, [w) is a pair (71, U) where 
rt is a C*-representation of C(X) on a Hilbert space X and U is a unitary 
representation of [w on X such that 
4(P,) = U,4(P) u: (2.2) 
for all cp E C(X), where q,(x) = q(x + t), x E X, t E [w. Through the process 
of “integration” there is a bijection between covariant representations of 
C*(X, [w) and C*-representations of C*(X, IX): Given (n, U), we define 
n x U on C,(Xx R) by the formula 
nx U(f)=/ 4f(., t))u,dt, R 
f~ C,.(C x [w), where the integral is taken in the strong operator topology. 
It is not difficult to prove that rc x U extends to a C*-representation of 
C*(X, aB). To go the other way, one uses an argument with approximate 
identities. Another way to say the same thing, but one which is especially 
useful for our purposes, is to pass to the multiplier algebra of C*(X, IR), 
MC*(X, [w). This algebra is generated by (a copy of) C(X) and a unitary 
group hLcR such that u,cpu: = cpI for all (PE C(X) and t E IF& Given a 
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C*-representation p of C*(X, R), extend p to MC*(X, R) in the usual way, 
define rc((p) = p(q), q E C(X), and define U, = p(tl,), t E R. Then p = n x U. 
Another algebra that will play a role in our analysis is the double dual 
or enveloping von Neumann algebra of C*(X, R) [Ped]. We denote it by 
W*(X, R). This is a huge von Neumann algebra that acts faithfully only on 
non-separable spaces. We may view it as being generated as a von 
Neumann algebra by C(X) and {u,},~~. As a strongly continuous unitary 
representation of R in W*(X, R), (u<} ,E R has a spectral representation 
u, = SZm eiAr de(l), where e is a spectral measure with value in the projec- 
tions of W*(X, IL!). We let p be the projection e( [0, a)) and we define 
63(X, R) to be the C*-subalgebra of W*(X, R!) generated by C(X) and ~7. 
This algebra, which is separable when C(X) is, is called the C*-algebra of 
singular integral operators OIZ the flow (X, R). The C*-algebra of Toeplitz 
operators on the flow, denoted 3(X, R), is defined to be the compression, 
pG3(X, R)p. These are the principal objects of study in this paper. 
Formally, the projection p may be viewed as the projection of L2(R) 
onto H2(R) and so may be represented as a singular integral-essentially 
the Hilbert transform-with singularities at zero and at infinity. It turns 
out that because of this, commutators of the form [q, ii], cp E C(X), do not 
necessarily belong to C*(X, R). This is the chief technical hurdle that we 
must overcome. 
We write h = JYm 1 de(A). Then h is an unbounded self-adjoint operator 
affiliated with W*(X, IL!). The following proposition summarizes the basic 
facts about h, C*(X, IL!), MC*(X, R), and W*(X, R) that we will use. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.1. Consider the inclusions 
c*(R) c c*(x, R) 
C(X) > 
E MC*(X, R) c w*(x, R). 
(1) C*(R) = (f(h) 1 f~ C,(R)}, where f(h) is defined through the 
functional calculus: f(h) = j f(A) de(A). 
(2) The operator h is an unbounded multiplier of C*(X, R) in the sense 
that (u E C*(X, R) 1 ah, ha E C*(X, R)) is dense in C*(X, R). 
(3) The group Iul)tsR is given by the formula u, = eith and so Ad(h) 
generates translation on C(X), C*(X, W), MC*(X, W), and W*(X, R); i.e., 
for cp E C(X), cPt = e ir Ad’h’(q), and a similar formula holds for elements in the 
other algebras. 
(4) If we define 6 =Ad(h), then 6 is an unbounded derivation on 
W*(X, R) leaving each of the algebras, C(X), C*(X, R), and MC*(X, R) 
invariant; i.e., the domain of 6, Dam(6), meets each of these subalgebras and 
6 maps the intersections back into the subalgebras. In the case of C(X), 
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Dam(G) n C(X) = { cp E C(X) 1 lim, +Jcp(x + E) - q(x))/& exists in the norm 
of C(X)]. 
The proof is straightforward and easily found in the literature. Conse- 
quently, it will be omitted. 
2.2. We recall next some basic facts from the theory of spectral 
subspaces that we will need. If ~EC(X) and fill, we 
write cp *f(x)=jZ, cp(x+t)f(t)d?. Formally, cp *f=f(a)(rp) where 
f(A) = (1127~) jrm f(t)e”’ dt. Th ese formalities can be developed more 
precisely. However, for our purposes, it suffices to define f(o)(q) = cp * f. 
When this is done, we define the spectrum of cp E C(X) with respect to the 
flow as the smallest closed subset F of [w such that f(6)(q) = 0 whenever 
F and the support of f are disjoint. We write sp(cp) for this spectrum 
and if M is a subset of [w, we write C(X, M) for the closure of 
(‘p E C(X) 1 sp(cp) G M}. Evidently, C(X; M) is a closed, translation 
invariant subspace of C(X); we call it the spectral subspace of C(X) 
determined by M. By duality, one can define the spectrum of a measure p 
on X, sp(u), in the obvious way. 
The following lemma spells out the elementary properties of spectral 
subspaces that we shall need. The proofs may be found in [Ar, F, LM, 
0, Ped]. 
LEMMA 2.2.1. (1) sp(+)= -sp(cp)for all ~EC(X). 
(2) Zf cp E C(X), zf u is a measure on A’, and zf F(t) is defined to be 
f p, du, then the spectrum of F in the usual sense of spectral synthesis is 
contained in sp(cp) n - sp(u). 
(3) For allfE:L'(~), ~PEC(W, sp(r(6)cp)csuppfnsp(cp). 
(4) ,f(S)q = cp whenever f is identically one on sp(cp). 
(5) For AER, C(X; [A, a))= {~EC(X) 1 e-“‘cp(x+t)EH”(R) for 
each x E X}. (As is customary, H”(R) denotes the set of functions in L”(R) 
that extend to be bounded and analytic in the upper half-plane.) 
(6) Zf M, GM,, C(X; M,) G C(X; M2). 
(7) C(X; M,) . C(X; MJ E C(X; M, + M,). 
(8) U C(X; K) is dense in C(X), where the union is taken over all the 
compact subsets K of R. 
The key result that we shall use is Forelli’s Spectral-Commutation 
theorem [F]. Several more or less similar proofs may be found in the 
literature (cf. [AR, LM, 0, Ped]). They are presented in contexts of great 
generality. We present here a self-contained elementary proof of the 
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difficult part of the theorem that is fashioned to our special setting and 
which may prove illuminating to the reader. 
THEOREM 2.2.2. Let z be a representation of C(X) on a Hilbert space X 
and let V= {V/t}rtR be a unitary representation of [w on 2”. Write 
V, = JTm e’“’ dE(A). Then (z, V) is a cooariant representation of C*(X, R) if 
and only iffor every A, p E R, 
7c((P)E[i, co)~EE[A+p, 00)~ 
for each rp~c(X; [p, co)). 
(2.3) 
ProoJ We show that the containment (2.3) implies that (n, V) is a 
covariant representation of C*(X, [w). First observe that (2.3) implies the 
stronger assertion 
for all cp E C(X; [cr, B]). Certainly, (2.3) implies 71((p) I@, A.]% E 
E(p +a, co)% for all cp E C(X; [a, /?I). On the other hand, fix 
5 EE(~, A]% and ~EE(A +p, 00)x. Then since CUE C(X; [ -/?, co)), 
~(cp)*?=n(cp)g~E(~+B-B,~o)~==(I,co)~. Consequently, (r],rc((p)t) 
= (z(q)* q, 5) =O; so rc(cp) E(p, A]& is orthogonal to E(1+ p, co)%. 
That is, rr(cp) E(p, A] X’ E E(p + tc, 1+ /?I X. 
To prove that (n, V) is a covariant representation of C*(X, [w), it suffices 
by Lemma 2.2.1(g), to show that if cp lies in C(X, [a, b]), for some a and 
b, then V( - t) n(cpl) V(t) is constant in t. This in turn will follow once we 
show that for any fixed T > 0 and for any vectors 5, v] E E( - T, T) A?‘, the 
spectrum in the sense of spectral synthesis of the scalar function 
is contained in {O}. For each positive integer N, let 
(This sum is finite because 5 and q lie in E( - T, T)%.) Thus E;, is 
essentially a Riemann-Stieltjes sum that approximates F. We have 
IF,.,(t)1 < lIqI( llrll /[~I/ for all N and lim,, co F,,,(t) =F(t) for each t. Conse- 
quently, F,,, * f + F * f pointwise for each f E L’(R) by Lebesgue’s 
Dominated Convergence Theorem. So to show that the spectrum of F is 
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contained in {0}, it suffices to prove that the spectrum of F,,, is contained 
in [ -2/N, 2/N]. To this end, let 
Then, as is well known, g is the inverse Fourier transform of a function g 
in L’(R) and so we may form g(S)cp and expressions like g(N(6 - k/N))cp. 
Moreover, because supp g( N( . - k/N)) is contained in [(k - 1 )/N, 
(k + 1)/N], sp( g(N(6 - k/N))cp) is contained in the same interval by 
Lemma 2.2.1(3). Likewise, the spectra of the scalar functions 
are contained in [(k - 1)/N, (k + 1 )/N], for all j and f, by Lemma 2.2.1(2). 
Because sp(cp) G [a, h] and Ck g(N(A--k/N)) = 1 on [a, b], we may 
express F, as the finite sum 
4gW(~ - WN))cp,) 
(2.6) 
By (2.4), a term in this sum is non-zero only if ((j+ k - 2)/N, 
(j+ k + 1)/N] n ((I - 1 )/N, l/N] is non-empty; that is, only if I - 1 < 
j+ k + 1 and I > j + k - 2. Thus the triple sum (2.6) giving FN runs only 
over those indices satisfying II- j - kl < 1. As we just noted, the spectrum 
of the scalar function (2.5) is contained in [(k - 1)/N, (k + 1)/N]. Conse- 
quently, the spectrum of each term in (2.6) is contained in [(k - 1 - (I - j))/N, 
(k+ 1 -(I-j))/N]. When [l-j-k1 d 1, all of these intervals are 
contained in [ -2/N, 2/N]. Thus the spectrum of F, is contained in 
[-2/N, 2/N] as promised. 1 
The spectrum of the flow is, by definition, the closure of the union 
U {.sp(cp) I cp E C(X)}. It is known (cf. [Ped, 8.8.43) that this is a (closed) 
subgroup of R and, hence, must be either R or Z. 2 for some A. In the latter 
case il is an isolated point in sp(cp) for some cp E C(X). By convolving cp 
with a function f E L’( R) such that p is one in a neighborhood of 2 while 
f vanishes at any other point of sp(cp), we may assume that, in fact 
sp(cp)= {A}. It follows that cp(x+ t) =e”‘cp(x) on Xx R. Consequently, 
Iv\* = cpCp is invariant and therefore constant by the minimality of the flow. 
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Indeed, if $ is any other function in C(X) with spectrum (A}, we see that 
$cp is constant (because r,&cp is invariant and the flow is minimal), and so 
Ic/ is a constant multiple of cp. The spectrum of cp” is n;l, nEZ, and the 
analysis just presented shows that cp generates C(X). This, in turn, implies 
that X is homeomorphic to the circle with R acting through rotation. This, 
however, contradicts our basic assumption and so we have proved 
LEMMA 2.2.3. The spectrum of the flow is R. 
A representation 71 of C*(X, R) may be extended to a (normal) represen- 
tation of W*(X, W) simply by taking its double transpose. We can then 
form z(h) as an unbounded self-adjoint operator on the space of rr in the 
usual way. The following lemma will be useful in the sequel. It is 
an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2.3 and Theorem 3.2 of [St]. 
Consequently, the proof will be omitted except for a couple of remarks. 
LEMMA 2.2.4. If 7~ is a non-degenerate representation of C*(X, R), then 
the spectrum of x(h) covers the entire line. 
To see how Stormer’s result applies, write rr = p x U for a covariant 
representation (p, U). Of course, n(h) is the infinitesimal generator of 
( U,} rE R. Part of the hypothesis of Stormer’s theorem is that (p, U) is 
ergodic; i.e., there are no projections different from 0 or I in p(C(X))” that 
commute with U. In that case, it is clear that Lemma 2.2.4 follows from his 
Theorem 3.2. However, because C(X) is abelian, we can decompose the 
pair (p, U) into a direct integral of pairs that are ergodic. Our Lemma 2.2.4 
then follows. 
We conclude this subsection by recording as a lemma a result that may 
be found in [M]. It follows easily from Lemma 2.2.1. 
LEMMA 2.2.5. Zf thej7ow is strictly ergodic, then the functions of the form 
cp + t,G + c, where q and $ have strictly positive compact spectra and where 
c is a constant, are dense in C(X). 
Indeed, from ( 1 ), (2) and (8) of Lemma 2.2.1, a measure that annihilates 
the functions of the indicated form must have spectrum (0); i.e., it must be 
invariant. By hypothesis, then, it is a scalar multiple of the unique invariant 
probability measure. Since the measure annihilates the scalars, the scalar 
multiple must be zero. 
2.3. Our next objective is to expose some of the ergodic consequences, 
in the non-commutative context, of the strict ergodicity of the flow. For 
T>O, define @jr. on C*(X, R) by the formula 
@T(a)=&J*Tu,nu.? dt. (2.7) 
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Note that since the map from [w to C*(X, [w) given by t + ulauT, 
UE C*(X, [w), is continuous and bounded, the integral defining @= may be 
interpreted as simply as one might like; Riemann integration will suffice. 
Note, too, that if UE C,(X, iw), then so is QT(a) and 
@T(u)(x, s) = &l’, u(x + t, s) dt. 
For each T > 0, QT is a contractive, completely positive map on C*(X, [w) 
and its second adjoint @F* acting on W*(X, Iw) is a unital, normal, 
completely positive map given, formally, by (2.7) where UE W*(X, R). 
Here, however, the integral must be interpreted as converging in the 
a-weak topology on W*(X, [w). Thus, except when we want to emphasize 
the distinction between Qr and @F*, we will drop the * * from QT and 
view QT as defined on all of W*(X, [w) by Eq. (2.7). 
If, as we are assuming, the flow is strictly ergodic and if m is the unique 
invariant probability measure on X, then for a E C(X), 
in the norm of C(X) where 1, is the constant function 1 on X. The uniform 
convergence was first proved by Oxtoby [Ox] for Z actions, but it is not 
difficult to see that his proof works for R-actions, too. For us, in this paper, 
the real meaning of strict ergodicity is the uniform convergence of 
{@T(4lT>cl7 a E C(X). If we define @ on C,(Xx W) by the formula 
@(a)(~, S) = jX u(o, S) dm(o), then from what we have just observed about 
the behavior of the @,‘s on C(X), it follows that 
lim 11@=(u) - @(a)11 , = 0 
T-CC 
for all a E C,(X, Iw). Since the C*-norm on C,.(Xx [w) is dominated by the 
l-norm, we conclude that @ may be extended to a completely contractive, 
completely positive map on C*(X, [w). The range of @ is C*(R) since, 
for UE C,(Xx [w), @(a) is a function that is independent of x and for 
every such function a E C,(Xx [w), @(a) = a. In fact, we see that @ is a 
conditional expectation from C*(X, [w) onto C*(lR). 
At this point, it is tempting to form @** acting on W*(X, [w) and to 
speculate about the convergence of the @F*‘s to @**. The situation is 
somewhat subtle and we will need to unravel some of it. It is easy to see 
that @** is a conditional expectation on W*(X, [w) mapping onto W*(W), 
the a-weak closure of C*(R). However, the @F*‘s converge o-weakly to 
@** only on a piece of W*(X, R). 
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To identify this piece, recall [Ped, 7.6.71 that the Banach space dual of 
C*(X, R), C*(X, R)*, may be realized as a space of functions from R to the 
measures on X so that for each f~ C*(X, R)*, the corresponding function 
p = ,u~ satisfies the equation 
f(a) =j, jx Adx, t) 4x> t) dt 
for all a E C,.(X x R). The measure valued function ,u is determined by the 
equation 
i v(x) Adx, t) =f(w,) 
and so it is clear that as a function from [w to M(X), the space of measures 
on X, p is continuous when M(X) is endowed with the weak *-topology. 
It is an easy matter to check that the adjoint of @, @*: C*(X, R)* + 
C*(X, R)*, satisfies the equation 
@*(pL)(., r)=p(X t1.m 
for all p E C*(X, R)*. Since @* is a (contractive) idempotent mapping onto 
the space of translation invariant elements in C*(X, R)*, 3, the following 
lemma is an immediate consequence of our discussion and [Ped, 7.6.81. 
LEMMA 2.3.1. Zf, as we are assuming, the flow is strictly ergodic, then 
every f E 3 is given by the formula 
where ,a is a uniquely determined function in the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of 
R and conversely, each function u in the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of R 
determines an element in 3 through this equation. In particular, f is a state 
if and only if u is a continuous positive definite function satisfying u(O) = 1. 
In passing, we note for the purpose of clarification later one application 
of Lemma 2.3.1. If dA, ;1 E R, is the state associated with the positive definite 
function eid’ on R, then an easy calculation shows that the GNS representa- 
tion of C*(X, R) determined by 4>, is given in covariant form as follows: 
The Hilbert space is L*(X, m), the representation 7~ of C(X) is multiplica- 
tion, i.e., n(q) t(x) = q(x) 5(x), cp E C(X), 5 E L*(X, m), and the unitary 
representation of R, { U,} , c w, is given by the formula (U,~)(X) = 
e’“‘<(x - t), 5 E L*(X, m). 
Let W*(W)’ denote the relative cornmutant of W*(R) in W*(X, R); i.e., 
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W*(R)” = W*(X, R)n W*(W)’ where we are thinking of W*(X, W) as 
being represented faithfully on some Hilbert space. Then W*(R) is 
precisely the set of ad(u,)-invariant elements of W*(X, R). Since W*(R) is 
abelian, it is easy to see that the center of W*(R)‘, .5?( W*(R)“), is the von 
Neumann subalgebra of W*(X, R) generated by W*(R) and the center of 
W*(X, R). The theory developed in [D-N], see Section 3 in particular, 
shows that there is a projection e E a( W*(R)“) with the property that 
{fl w*(w)’ I .fE 3) = ((w*(~)“L)*; 
i.e., (fl W*(R)” 1 J”E 3) = {f~ (W*(R)“), 1 supp(f) < e}. (For the sake of 
emphasis we reiterate that we are viewing C*(X, R)* both as the dual 
space of C*(X, R) and as the space of o-weakly continuous linear 
functionals on W*(X, R); i.e., the predual of W*(X, R). If M is any von 
Neumann algebra, we write M, for its pre-dual.) By Theorem 1 of Section 
2 and Theorem 1 of Section 3 in [D-N], the corner algebra W*(X, R), is 
the largest von Neumann subalgebra of W*(X, R) on which there is a 
separating family of Ad(u,)-invariant normal states. In our case, these are, 
of course, the states in 3 viewed as normal states on W*(X, R). For the 
sake of reference, we paraphrase Theorem 1 of Section 3 in [D-N] as 
LEMMA 2.3.2. There is a o-weakly continuous, positive, idempotent linear 
map E from W*(X, R) onto (W*(R)‘), such that 
(i) E(bab’) = bE(a)b’ for all 6, b’ E W*(R)C and aE W*(X, R); 
(ii) Eoad(u,)=Efor all tE[W; and 
(iii) for f ES, (f 1 W*(R)C)oE= f. 
If E’ is another a-weakly continuous, positive, idempotent linear map from 
W*(X, R) into W*(R)’ satisfying (i) and (ii), then E’(a) =e’E(a)e’, 
aE W*(X, KY), where e’= E’(Z), a projection in the center of W*(R)‘. In 
particular, the restriction of E to W*(X, R), is a faithful normal, 
ad(u,)-invariant, conditional expectation with range (W*(R)“), and is 
uniquely determined by these properties. 
The projection e is called the ad(u,)-finite projection in W*(X, R). 
The point to be made here is that @ ** is a o-weakly continuous, ad(u,)- 
invariant conditional expectation from W*(X, R) onto W*(R) 5 W*(R)‘, 
but @** does not satisfy (i). If it did, then since @** is unital, we would 
conclude that e = I. On the other hand, from Lemma 2.3.1, it is easy to see 
that e #I (see the discussion in the paragraph preceding Lemma 2.4.1). 
However, we have 
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PROPOSITION 2.3.3. The restriction of V* to W*(X, R), coincides with 
the restriction of E to W*(X, R),. Moreover, for aE W*(X, R),, 
lim @F*(a) = @**(a) = E(a) 
T-cc 
in the a-weak topology. 
Proof: Since W*(X, R), has a separating family of faithful normal 
states, namely the states in 3, lim., m @F*(a) = E(a) for all a E W*(X, R), 
by Theorem II.1 of [CD-N]. Since @T*(a)=cDT(a) for all aE C*(X, R), 
since lim T+ 53 QT(a) = @(a) in norm for all aE C*(X, R), and since 
C*(X, KY) is a-weakly dense in W(X, R), we conclude that @** = E on 
W*(X, R), by o-weak continuity. 1 
COROLLARY 2.3.4. W*(R), is a mass in W*(X, KY),. 
Proof: The range of E is (W*(R)‘), by Lemma 2.3.2 while the range of 
@** is W*(R). Hence by Proposition 2.3.3 W*(W), = (W*(R)‘), = 
(W*(R),)‘, proving that W*(R), is a masa. 1 
2.4. We turn next to a discussion of some specific representations of 
C*(X, R) that will be of use in the sequel. Let rc be a representation of 
C(X) on a Hilbert space X. Form the Hilbert space X @ L2( R), which we 
view as L2(R; X), the usual L2-space of Bochner integrable X-valued 
functions on R, and define E and { U,} , E R by the formulae 
and 
(ff((P)O(s) = n(cp-.J 5(s), 4EL2@, X) 
U,&) = 56 - t), 5 E L2(R; X). 
Then an easy calculation shows that (it, U) is a covariant representation of 
C*(X, R). We call E x U the representation of C*(X, R) induced by it and 
we write Ind rc. In the literature, Ind rc is also called the regular representa- 
tion determined by rc. If rc is cyclic, so that we may take X to be L*(X, p), 
for some probability measure p on X, with rr given by multiplication, i.e., 
(n(cp)[)(x) = q(x) t(x), then we write Ind p for Ind rc. In this case, then, 
the Hilbert space for Ind p may be taken to be L*(Xx R, p x A), where il is 
the Lebesgue measure on R and ii and U are given by 
fi(cp) i”(x, s) = dx + 3) ax, s) 
and 
( u, 5 )(x3 ) = ax, s - t). 
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From this it is easy to see that if .D 6 v, then Ind p is contained in Ind v. It 
is only a little harder to see the well-known fact that Ind p and Ind v are 
disjoint if and only if each translate of ~1 is singular with respect o v. 
If ~1 is the point mass at x, 6,, then we may identify L*(Xx R, 6, x A) 
with L*(R) and then Ind 6, is simply the (irreducible) representation of 
C*(X, R) such that Ind 6,((p) t(t) = cp(x + t) t(t), <E L*(R), and Ind 6,(u,) 
is the left translation by t. We see at once, therefore, that the natural 
extensions of Ind 6, to Z(X, R) and 63(X, R) map these algebras onto 
what we denoted in the Introduction as 2, and 63,. 
The universal representation of C(X) is the direct sum of all the multi- 
plication representations determined by the probability measures on X. It 
results from this and the amenability of R that @ Ind p extends to a faith- 
ful normal representation of W*(X, R), where the direct sum is taken over 
all probability measures ,U on X (cf. [Ped, 7.7.4, 7.7.71). This fact and 
Lemma 2.3.1 may be used to show that the ad(u,)-finite projection e in 
Lemma 2.3.2 is smaller than I. Indeed, e is orthogonal to the central cover 
of Ind p for any p that is singular with respect o m. 
The following lemma is well known. Its proof is an easy calculation and 
will be omitted. 
LEMMA 2.4.1. Let (7t, V) be a covariant representation of C*(X, R) on X 
and define 72 and 9 on L*(R, X) by the formula 
(fi((P)5)(s) = 4(P) 5(s) 
mm4 = V(t) as - t). 
Then (ti, P) is a covariant representation of C*(X, R) and the map 
W: L*(R, X) + L*( R, X) defined by the equation ( Wt)(t) = V( - t) t(t), 
5 E L*(R, X), implements a unitary equivalence between I! x P and Ind rc. 
We think of fi x P as a kind of stabilization of x and Lemma 2.4.1 shows 
that Ind rc realizes this stabilization. 
Observe that for any positive measure p on X, Ind p is really the direct 
integral JF Ind 6, dp. This fact will be particularly useful to us when 
applied to the measure m. Because of the invariance of m, the map J 
defined on L*(Xx R, m x A) by the formula 
(.e)(x, f) = 5(x - t, t) 
is unitary and a calculation shows that for cp E C(X), 
(J* Ind m(cp)JS)(x, t) = dx) 5(x, t), 
and 
(J* Ind m( U,)Jt)(x, t) = 5(x + s, t -s), 
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4 E ,5*(Xx R, m x A). Thus, if we view C,.(Xx R) as a Hilbert algebra deter- 
mined by the trace t(a) =J a(x, 0) d m x as in [CMXl, CMX2], then J ( ) 
implements a unitary equivalence between Ind m and the left representation 
of this Hilbert algebra, 52. In particular, Ind m is a II,-factor representa- 
tion of C*(X, R). 
Fix a measure p on X. We write 5 for the unitary operator on 
L2(Xx R, p x A) which is the FourierrPlancherel transform in the second 
variable. Evidently, 5 diagonalizes Ind p(ul) and so the image of 
Ind ,u( W*(R)) is isomorphic to L”(R). However, the conjugate of 
Ind I, cp E C(X), under 5 is somewhat difficult to write down since for 
each x, q,(t) is a function whose Fourier transform can be taken only in 
the sense of distributions. 
THEOREM 2.4.2. Let c be the central cover of Ind m in W*(X, R). Then 
c < e, the ad(u,)-finite projection in W*(X, R). 
Proof. From the discussion preceding the theorem, we know that 
Ind m( W*(X, R)) is (unitarily equivalent to) the von Neumann algebra 
that is generated by the GNS-construction using a trace r on C*(X, R) 
which5 on the von Neumann algebra Ind m( W*(X, R)) is faithful, normal, 
and semifinite. The support of this trace, then, is c. So by Thtoreme 3 of 
Section 3 of [D-N], to complete the proof, we need only show that the 
restriction of z to the positive part of Ind m( W*(R)) is semitinite; i.e., we 
need to show that given a 3 0 in Ind m( W*( IL!)), then a is the supremum 
of those b in Ind m( W*(R)) such that z(b) is finite. Since C*(R) is 
a-weakly dense in W*(R), we need only show that the restriction of r to 
C*(R) is semitinite. But C*(R) is the closure in C*(X, R) of the functions 
in C&Xx R) that are independent of x and if a is such a function, then 
~(a) = a(O) = jw ci(A) di. Thus r 1 C*(R) is the Plancherel trace, which is 
manifestly semitinite [D, 17.2.5 and 18.8.21. i 
We shall write 2(X, R) for Ind m( W*(X, R)), L”(R) for Ind (W*(R)), 
U, for Ind m(u,), cp for Ind m(q), cp E C(X), ar for Ind rno @F*o 
(Ind m 1 W*(X, R)J’, and @, for Ind mo @** 0 (Ind m 1 W*(X, R),)-‘. 
With this notation we may state the following corollary whose proof is 
an immediate application of Theorem 2.4.2, Proposition 2.3.3, and 
Corollary 2.3.4. 
COROLLARY 2.4.3. The algebra L”(R) is a mass in 9(X, R), @A is a 
,faithful normal conditional expectation from B(X, R) onto L”(p), and 
lim T+ 5 GT(a) = @,(a) in the a-weak topology for all a E W(X, R). 
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Remarks 2.4.4. A number of remarks are in order. First of all, 
Corollary 2.4.3 doesn’t really depend on the fact that the flow is strictly 
ergodic. It can be rephrased in such a way that it makes sense for any flow 
with an invariant ergodic probability measure. One way to proceed is to 
note that 9(X, R) is the cornmutant of the group-measure von Neumann 
algebra associated with m and doesn’t depend on the topological properties 
of (X, R) but only on the measure theoretic properties of (X, R, m). Then 
one can simply appeal to [DE] which asserts that given any flow with an 
invariant, ergodic probability measure then, modulo null sets, it is Bore1 
isomorphic to a strictly ergodic flow in such a way that the original 
measure is carried to the unique invariant probability measure. Alter- 
natively, and perhaps in some ways more preferably, one can begin simply 
by analyzing 9(X, R) itself. First observe that a vector state on 9(X, R) is 
ad(u,)-invariant if and only if it is determined by a function 5 in 
L2(Xx R, m x 2) that is independent of x. This follows from Lemma 2.3.1. 
Then one must show that the collection of such states is a separating 
family. This is not difficult; in fact, the vector state determined by 
< E L2(Xx R, m x A), where 5 is independent of x, is separating if and only 
if i$t, which also is independent of x, doesn’t vanish, except possibly on a 
set of measure zero. Then, by Theorem 1 of Section 2 of [D-N], or its 
forerunner [KS], coupled with Theorem II.1 of [CD-N], one can assert 
that there is a faithful normal ad(u,)-invariant expectation @, from 
9X(X, R) onto L”(p)“ and for aEB(X, R), lim.,, QT(a)= @,(a) in the 
a-weak topology. (Here, Qi, is defined on .%?(X, R) via Eq. (2.7) just as it 
was defined on C*(X, R).) The only thing that remains then, is to show 
that L”(fi)=L”(R)“, i.e., that L”(p) is a masa in 9(X, R). This is done 
as follows. First, in the direct integral decomposition of Ind m as 
[? Und S,) dm(x), it is easy to see that @,(a) is decomposable for all 
aeW(X, R). Moreover, if @,(a)., denotes the x-component of @,(a), then 
for almost all x, @,(a), commutes with translation on x!.~(!R). That is, 
@,(a),y may be viewed, through the Fourier transform, as a bounded 
measurable function on L2(fi). The ergodicity of m, then, implies the inde- 
pendence of @,(a)x on x and we conclude that, in fact, @,(a)E L”(R). 
This proves that L”(k) = L”;(h)“. 
The reason we proceeded the way we did is that in addition to Corollary 
2.4.3, we require the existence of an ad(u,)-invariant conditional expecta- 
tion from C*(X, R) onto C*(R). Under the assumption that the flow is 
minimal, this is tantamount to the assumption of strict ergodicity. 
Moreover, while we don’t require all the details of our analysis of @** on 
W*(X, R), we will need Corollary 2.4.3 and we will be concerned with 
extensions of @ to some operators in W*(X, R) that are not in C*(X, R). 
It therefore seemed preferable to give a more global and unified account of 
the ergodic averages than to give a piece-meal presentation. 
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2.5. Our final objective is to evaluate 
where, recall, p = e( [0, co)) and where, as with {u,} fE R and cp, we are 
writing p for Ind m(p). (Also, we shall write h for Ind m(h).) To state our 
result let rc,, be the representation of C*(X, R) on L2(X) = L*(X, m) where 
and 
(%((P)MX) = cp(x) 4(x) 
(%(U,)MX) = 4(x - t). 
PROPOSITION 2.5.1. Let cp E,C( X). Then 
@,(cpPcP) =f’(h)> where F(A)= (zJe[--A, oo))~(@)l,r~,(S,)l). 
The proof requires several emmas. We write C,(R u { + cc }) for the set 
of all continuous functions on l!% that vanish at -co and tend to a finite 
limit at + co. In the next four lemmas, our computations take place in 
W*(X, IL!). That is, we view C*(X, R) as the C*-subalgebra of W*(X, R) 
generated by the products cpf(h) where cp E C(X) and f~ C,(R). Also, we 
view C,(@u (+a}) as a subalgebra of W*(X, R). 
LEMMA 2.5.2. For cp E C(X) and f E C,(@ u { + cc }) the commutator 
[q, f(h)] belongs to C*(X, R). 
Proof: Since [q, f(h)] certainly lies in C*(X, R) when f l C,(R), it 
suffices to show that [q, f(h)] E C*(X, R) for one particular f with 




P,(l) = J-l&, o<ri<E 
0, 2 < 0. 
Since pl -pE E C,(R), we may suppose E = 1. Furthermore, since 
Dom 6 n C(X) is norm dense in C(X) (see Proposition 2.1.1), we may 
suppose that cp E Dom 6. Now let 
0, 260 
4 O<l< 1 
P,,,(n) = 1, l<E.<l+m 
m + 2 -I., l+m<i62+m 
0, 2+m<A. 
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Then ~i,~ E C,(p) and is the Fourier transform of J!,,,,(S)= 
(1/27c) JR eisApp,,m(n) d/l = - (e’“+ ‘jiJ - l)(e” - 1)/2ns*, a function in L’(lR). 
Thus, viewed as a function of two variables on Xx iw which is independent 
of the first, j,,,, lies in the closure of C,(Xx aB) with respect to the norm 
(2.1). Thus p,,,(h) is in C*(lR) and has kernel fi,+. But then [q, p,,,(h)] 
has kernel 
-(q(x) - cp(x + ~))(e(“+‘)‘“- l)(e’“- 1)/27$. 
Because cp is assumed to lie in Dom 6, when Ind m is applied to these 
kernels, the resulting operators on ,5*(Xx [w) tend in the weak operator 
topology to the operator represented by the kernel 
(q(x) - cp(x + s))(els - 1 )/27t,s2, (2.8) 
by the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma. Since this kernel is easily seen to be in 
the completion of C,(Xx [w) in the norm (2.1), it results that this kernel 
represents [q, p,(h)] as an element in C*(X, W). 1 
LEMMA 2.5.3. For cp E C(X) andf~ C,(R), lim, _ 5 Ilpi(h -k) cpf(h)lJ = 0. 
ProoJ: Since Ilq~,(h-k)f(h)ll d Ilq.llm sup, Ip,(A-k)f(A)l and since 
this expression tends to zero as k + CE because f~ C,(p), it suffices to 
show that lim, _ ~ II [q, p,(h - k)] f(h)11 = 0. Furthermore, we may assume 
that f is the Fourier transform of a compactly supported continuous 
function f and cp E Dam(6). Say r has support in C-S, S]. By formula 
(2.8), the kernel functions of [cp, p,(h -k)] and [q, p,(h-k)] f(h) are 
and 
e”“(cp(x) - cp(x + s))( 1 - e”)/27rs2 
a,(~, s) = J [e”‘(cp(x) - cp(x + t))( 1 -e”) Y(.Y - r)/27ct2] dt, (2.9) 
R 
respectively. It suffices to show that the ak tend to zero in the norm (2.1); 
i.e., that 
k-oo JR Il4.9 s)llm d=O. lim 
Let E > 0 be given. Choose T> 0 so that 
4 I’cp’lm i;,,>T [2nt*] -’ dt < ~/2( 1 + llflli). (2.10) 
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Write a,(~, s) = b,Jx, s) + c,(x, s) where 6, is defined as in Eq. (2.9) except 
that the integral extends only over the region ItI > T and let ck be defined 
by the integral over the complementary interval. Then by inequality (2.10), 
Srw Ilbd., s)IIm d s < 42 for all k. Our assumption that f is supported in 
[-S, S] implies that c,(x, s) = 0 if JsJ 2 T+ S. Moreover, the map 
(x, s) + (q(x) - cp(x + t))( 1 -e”) f(s - t)/27rt2 
is a uniformly continuous function from Xx [ -S - T, S + T] into a 
compact subset of L’[ - T, T]. By the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma, there 
isaKsuch that ~c,(x,s)~<~/2(T+S)forall(x,s)~Xx[-S-T,S+T] 
whenever k > K. Thus, when k 2 K, Ilck 11, < E and the proof is complete. 1 
LEMMA 2.54. For cp, J/E C(X) and f E C,(R), @(@f(h)$) = F(h) where 
F(l) =Fq,e,, (2) = (%kf(h + A)) %(+I 1, PAcp) 1). 
Proof. By definition, f(h) = jL f(A) de(A). So, for those f for which 
Fourier inversion is valid, we may write f(h) = j f(A) de(A) = 
JJ ec”y(t) dt de(R) = f (J e-j” de(A)) f(f) dt = fTrn f(t) Up, dt where f(l) = 
j e’“‘f(A) d;l and where, at the very least, the integrals may be viewed as 
converging in the weak operator topology on W*(X, [w). Consequently, as 
a formal calculation, we have 
But, 
@(@A)= cP(x) tit(x) d+)= (41(/,)1, P,((P)~ > 
x 
= (%3(%) %(v+) 13 %l(cp) 1 . 
This last equation is valid because the constant function 1 is fixed by each 
rr,Ju,). Thus from Eq. (2.11) and Fubini’s Theorem, we conclude that 
= j F(t)u, dt = jj F(t)e’“’ de(A) dt = 5 F(A) de(A) = F(h), 
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where 
To evaluate this last expression, simply note that J j?(t) rrO(u,)ei” dt = 
n,(J f(t)e”‘u, dt), because ?tO extends to a normal representation of 
W*(X RI, and f f(t) e”‘u, dt = f(h + A), by Fubini’s theorem. Thus, the 
proof of the lemma is complete except for verifying the formal calculation 
(2.11). However, if we replace @ by Qr- in (2.11) and evaluate all integrals 
in the weak operator topology on W*(X, R), then Eq. (2.11) holds by 
Fubini’s Theorem. We may then pass to the limit as T-, cc by Lebesgue’s 
Bounded Convergence Theorem and the fact that QT(u) + @(a) in norm 
for all a~ C*(X, R). m 
LEMMA 2.5.5. Let f E C,(R u { + CO}) and let q, t,b E C(X). Then 
lim @T(@f(hM) = J’(h) T-cc 
in the norm operator topology where 
F(A) = Fwb, (2) = <~,(f(h + 2)) d$) 1, n,(cp) 1). 
Proof Since GVlh)ti = cPCf(hh $I+ (cp$)f(h), lim.+ m @AffV)ll/) 
exists in the norm operator topology because the first term is in C*(X, R) 
by Lemma 2.5.2 and lim., m QT(@pIcI) f(h) = @(Cp$) f(h) in operator 
norm. So, we need only evaluate the limit. Write f(A) =fk(A) +pl(A - k) 
where h(~)=f(~Nl -p,(A-k)) and p1 is defined in Lemma 2.5.2. 
Evidently, fk is in C,(G). Fix g E C,( fi). Then by Lemma 2.5.3, we have 
Consequently, 
lim IlW(h-k) Mh)ll =O. k+cc 
lim II@(G&(h) k(h)) - @(@f(h) $dh))ll = 0. k+co 
However, @(f&(h) h(h)) = @(@filch) 0) = F,,ti,fi(h) g(h), by Lemma 
2.5.4, and 
lim F 
k-CC v,ti,~(~) = !‘:“, (df(h + A)(1 -PI@ - k + 1))) %(ll/) 1, %(cp)l > 
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Hence 
@(Gv(h)$) g(h) = @t@!!(h) h(h)) = LLf(~) g(h). 
Since g E C,(p) is arbitrary, the conclusion follows. 1 
Proof of Proposition 2.5.1. Let 
1, 2 b 0 
p"(A) = (i + EYE, --EGA<0 
0, IL< -6 
Then w,(h)@ < CppCp 6 cpp"(h)@, so 
@,(cpp,(h)cp) G @m(cppcp) d @,(cpp”(h)cp). 
By Lemma 2.5.5, @,(qpE(h)Cp) = F,,,(h) and @,(qp”(h)@) = P”,(h) where 
F,,E(~) = (%(P,(h + A)) %((P)L %3((P) 1) 
and 
q4 = <%(P”(h + A)) %(cp) 1, no(@) 1). 
But for each I that is not in the point spectrum of n,(h), we have 
lim F&i) = (~0(1~0,3cj(h + 2)) no(cP) 1, no(G) 1) = Fyo FE,(n). 
c-0 
Since the point spectrum of rc,(h) is countable, because X is separable, and 
since Ind m(h) is absolutely continuous, we conclude that 
@*(4@@)cp) =Wh 
where 
F(A) = <%(l[o,oc,(h + Jb)) Sol, no((P)l>. 
Since this function is 
the proof is complete. 1 
Remark 2.5.6. The use of our separability hypothesis really is not 
needed here. The reason is that for any prescribed cp, the function 
(x0(1 c;,,,,(h)) rco((p) 1, 7co((p) 1  has at most countably many discon- 
tinuities regardless of the size of X because the function is increasing in 1. 
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Therefore, no matter what X is, the equation lim, _ 0 F,,,(A) = 
lim E-~ Z’“,(A) = (~JICO,co)(h + A)) Al, rcO((p)l) holds for all but 
countably many ii’s at most. 
3. ON THE UNIVERSALITY OF G3(X,R) AND iz(X,R) 
3.1. We write A(X) for the spectral subspace C(X; [0, co)). In view of 
Lemma 2.2.1(5), it is evident that ,4(X) is a subalgebra of C(X). In [M], 
and elsewhere, A(X) is called the algebra of analytic functions on the flow. 
It should be viewed as a generalization of the disc algebra. Given a 
representation rc of C(X) on a Hilbert space % and a projection P on x 
whose range is invariant under z(A(X)), we write SZ(rc, P) for the 
C*-algebra generated by rc(C(X)) and P. Likewise, we write T(rr, P) for 
PSZ(z, P)Pl PJK. Assume the flow is strictly ergodic and let m be 
the unique invariant probability measure. We write SZ(X, R) for 
SZ(Ind m, Ind m(p)) and similarly T(X, IR) = T(Ind m, Ind m(p)). 
Our primary objective in this section is the proof of 
THEOREM 3.1.1. Suppose the flow is strictly ergodic and let ‘II be a 
F-representation of C(X) on a Hilbert space 2”. Suppose there is a projec- 
tion P on x such that Px is a non-reducing invariant subspace for TC(A(X)). 
Then there is a unique extension of 71 to a C*-representation of 63(X, R) on 
x that carries p to P. This extension is a C*-isomorphism mapping 
63(X, R) onto SZ(z, P) and it induces an isomorphism between iz(X, R) and 
Ttn, PI. 
We note in passing that when A(X) is the disc algebra, then Theorem 
3.1.1 recovers Coburn’s theorem on the uniqueness of the C*-algebra 
generated by a non-unitary isometry [Cob]. On the other hand, when X 
is a quotient of the Bohr group with the reals acting in the usual way, then 
A(X) is the so-called algebra of generalized analytic functions first studied 
by Arens and Singers [AS] and Helson and Lowdenslager [HL]. In this 
case, Theorem 3.1.1 yields Douglas’s theorem [Dougl] on the uniqueness 
of the C*-algebra generated by a non-unitary, isometric representation of 
a subsemigroup of R, endowed with the discrete topology. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1.1 is somewhat involved and is carried out in 
a series of steps. Step 1 (Subsection 3.2) is a kind of Wold decomposition 
which allows us to restrict attention to “pure” pairs. Moreover, for a pure 
pair (n, P) acting on a Hilbert space %?, we will find a unitary representa- 
tion W,,R of R on %- such that (rr, U) is a covariant representation 
C*(X, R) and such that if E is the spectral measure on R associated with 
VJtL via Stone’s theorem, then E((0, co)) d P< E([O, co)). Thus, in the 
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notation of Section 2, rr x U may be viewed as a normal *-representation 
of W*(X, R) such that rr x U(p) Q P < 7~ x U(p) where p = E((0, co)). Step 
2 (Subsection 3.3) is to show that when (rc, P) is pure, it can be decom- 
posed further into the direct sum of pairs, one of which satisfies 
E((0, co)) = P, while the other satisfies E( [0, co)) = P. Step 3 (Subsection 
3.4) is essentially to show that SZ(z, P) is a homomorphic image of 
SZ(Ind rc, Ind r&5)). In step 4 (Subsection 3.5), we show that 
SZ(Ind n, Ind n(p)) is isomorphic to SZ(X, R) and so SZ(rr, P) is a 
homomorphic image of SZ(X, R). The last and longest step, step 5 (Subsec- 
tion 3.6) is to show that this homomorphism is, in fact, an isomorphism. 
Thus, we will have shown that for every rc and P satisfying the hypothesis 
of the theorem, SZ(rc, P) is isomorphic to SZ(X, R). In particular, 63(X, R) 
is isomorphic to SZ(X, R), and this will complete the proof. 
For the remainder of the proof of Theorem 3.1.1, then, x will be a fixed 
*-representation of C(X) on a Hilbert space x and P will be a fixed 
projection such that Px is a non-reducing invariant subspace for rc(A(X)). 
3.2. We say that a subspace A’ G x reduces the pair (n, P) in case it 
reduces the C*-algebra generated by rr(C(X)) and P, SZ(n, P). In this case 
we refer to the pair (rc’, P’) obtained by restricting rc(C(X)) and P to A? as 
the restriction of (rc, P) to A%‘. We call the pair (rc, P) pure in case there are 
no reducing subspaces A for (n, P) such that SZ(rc, P) 1 A$! is abelian. 
Equivalently, (rc, P) is pure if and only if there is no reducing subspace A 
for (rc, P) such that rc(C(X)) 1 J# and P 1 A? commute. 
LEMMA 3.2.1. The Hilbert space ~6 decomposes into the direct sum of 
two reducing subspaces for (z, P), S” = x1 0 s&, with the property that the 
restriction of (71, P) to x1 is pure while the restriction of (n, P) to -X, 
generates a commutative C*-algebra. The decomposition is unique in the 
sense that if 1 is a reducing subspace for (x, P), then the restriction of 
(n, P) to A%’ is pure if and only if A! G x1. Finally, ij” (z, P) is pure, then 
there is a unitary representation { Ul}rtR, Ulr= j?m ei** dE(A), on x such 
that (rc, U) is a covariant representation of C*(X, R) and such that 
E((O, m))dP<E([O, 00)). 
Proof For each A E R, let P, denote the orthogonal projection from 
x onto the closure of rc( C(X; [A, co))) P.Y. Then by Lemma 2.2.1(6), 
P,, < PA, if II, > 1,. Since the constant function 1 lies in ,4(X) = 
C(X, [0, co)) and since PS is invariant under rr(A(X)), it follows 
that P=P,. Set Pa,=AIGrw P, and Ppm=VAcR P,. Then using Lemma 
2.2.1(7), (8), it is easy to see that P, x and P- o3 A!’ both reduce (rc, P) 
and, moreover, the restriction of SZ(rc, P) to ((P-, - P,),X)’ is 
commutative. It is evident that if A’ reduces (rc, P) and if SZ(n, P) 1 A is a 
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commutative C*-algebra, then A’ G ((P-, - P,)X)l. For the remainder 
of the proof, then, we may assume that P, = 0 and Ppoo = & i.e., we may 
assume that (n, P) is pure. It follows that if we set Ej. = I- sup{ P, 1 p > %}, 
AER then {EI.}IsR is a resolution of the identity; i.e., there is a 
(necessarily unique) spectral measure E on the Bore1 subsets of R such 
that E, = E(( - CO, A]) for all A E R. Since P= P,, it is clear that 
E((0, w))<P~~E([O, 00)). Indeed, E((A, co))=sup{P, 1 p>>.}>P,=P, 
whenever ;1< 0. So E( [0, co)) = inf, <0 E((A, co)) 3 P. On the other 
hand, P= P,asup,,, PA=Z-E((-qO])=E((O, co)). Now fix A, 
PER! and choose (PE C(X; [p, co)). We have rc((p) E((A, m)),X = 
4cpw &-f I l-q&V {P,+,X I Y>I)=E((i+PL, a))X, so 
Thus, by Theorem 2.2.2, we conclude that if U, = srm e”’ &(I), then 
(71, U) is a covariant representation of C*(X, R). This completes the 
proof. 1 
We may and will assume for the rest of the proof of Theorem 3.1.1 that 
(7t, P) is pure. We let { U,} ,E R and E be the unitary group and spectral 
measure associated with (rc, P) in Lemma 3.2.1. 
3.3. 
LEMMA 3.3.1. The Hilbert space A? decomposes as the direct sum of 
three reducing subspaces, X = K , @ X0 @ X, , for (n, P) such that if 
(n,, Pi) denotes the pair obtained by restricting (n, P) to x and if Ei denotes 
the spectral measure associated to (xi, Pi) as in Lemma 3.2.1, i= - 1, O;l, 
then E,({O))=O, E-,((O, a))=P-,, and E,([O, a))=P,. 
ProojY Set X0 equal to the closure of x( C(X)) E( {O})X and let 
X0 = Xx0.X’. By definition, X0 and X0 reduce rr. We need to show that 
they are invariant under P. Note that since E((0, co)) d P < E( [0, co)), we 
have E( [0, 00)) - P < E( {O}). Suppose 5 is orthogonal to X0. Then this 
inequality shows that 4 is orthogonal to (E[O, co) - P)X. So for cp, I++ E 
A(X) and VEX, (P~,~c(~+~)E({O))~)=(~,P~~((P+~)E({O))YI)= 
(5, E(CO, a))d(~ + $1 E({O})r) = (t, WC& W4cp)E@h) + 
(5, E(CO, CfJ)) n(G) E(fOl)?). s ince ~(cp)E({O})?~n(cp)E(Co, a))xx 
E([O, co))X, the first term in this sum is zero. On the other hand, 
since E((0, co)),X is invariant under x($), E( ( - co, O])X is invariant 
under n(J). Therefore, ~(~)E({O})YIEE((-~~,~I)~, and so 
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E( [0, cc)) rc($) E( (0))~ E E( {O})X. Hence the second term above is zero. 
That is, Pt is orthogonal to rc((p + I+&) E( (01)X. Since the flow is strictly 
ergodk {cp+$ I cp, $EA(X)) is dense in C(X) by Theorem 2 of [M]. 
Therefore, P[ is orthogonal to X0, showing that X0 and X0 reduce P. 
Next write E({O})=Q+ +Q, with Q ~ = E( [0, co)) - P, and set 
X+,= [x(C(X))Q~X’]~= [rc(C(X))Q,E({O})X]~. Then, evidently, 
Xk, reduce 71 and X0 is the closure of & + K,. However, as we 
shall now show, X, and K, are orthogonal, so X0 = K, 04. 
Since (~~((P~)Q+~,~(~P~)Q~II>=(Q+~,~(~,~P~)Q-~> for all ~P~,(P~E 
C(X), 5, ye E X0, to prove that K, I K it suffices to show 
(Q+ r, rc((p)Q- q) =0 for all cp E C(X) and 5, q E X0. Since the flow 
is strictly ergodic, it suffices, by Lemma 2.2.5, to consider functions 
in C(X) of the form cp + $.+ c where c is a constant function 
and sp(cp), sp($) G [A, cc) for some il > 0. In this case, then, 
~~((P)Q~~E~((~)E({O,)~~-E([~, aJ1-X while ~$)Q+~EE(CJ-, ml1-X 
by Theorem 2.2.2. Since Q+Q- =O, (Q+{,n(cp+$+c)Q_q)= 
(Q+~,~(~~)Q-~>+<~(~,Q+~,Q~?>+~<Q+~,Q-YI)=~. Thus x-1 
and X, are orthogonal. To see that these spaces reduce P it suffices to 
observe that for cp, $ E C(X; [A, co)), A > 0, and c a constant, we have 
P~c((P+~+c)Q.~=~PQ.~+P~((~)Q,~:=cPQ,~+~(~~)Q,~ because 
P 3 Q + and PQ- = 0. Hence X+, reduce P. 
Obviously, the pairs (n,, P,), i= - LO, 1, are pure. To complete the 
proof, note that for j = 0, + 1, 
which is contained in A;,, o P,X= E[O, co)%?. (Here, as the notation 
suggests, Pj,A is the projection onto [rc,(C(X; [A, cc))) P,q]‘[.) Each 5 in 
E,({O})T is orthogonal to zj(C(X, [p, co)))Pj$=n(C(X, [p, a)))Pq, 
for any p >O. Since 3-04 is invariant under rc(C(X)) and P, < is also 
orthogonal to rc(C(X; [p, co))) P(X@%$ Thus 5 is orthogonal to the 
span V (P,X 1 p>O} = E((0, cc))%. Thus we see that 
Since, by definition, XonE({O})Y = {0}, we have E,({O}) =O. For 
j = + 1, the above containment implies E + ,( (0) ).X+ 1 G Q + X. On the 
other hand, since Q + X E E( { 0} )X, we see that for-every I > 0, Qt X 
is orthogonal to [x(C(X; [A, co)))PXId, which contains Pk,,,Xk,. 
Obviously, Q.lX=Qe.&,~EkI(CO, co))&,. Therefore, E,({O)).&, 
2Q.X. Hence E&,({O})=Q,. Since P+Q-=E([O,co)), we have 
P>Q+ and so, P,=PI&;Q+=E,({O}). On the other hand, because 
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E,( [0, co)) > P, > E,((O, co)), we have P, = E,( [0, co)). Similarly, since 
PX is orthogonal to Q ~ X, we find that P-i K, is orthogonal to 
QX=Q~X~i = E-,((O})K,. It follows from this and the inequality, 
E-,([O, c~))>P~,>E-,((O, co)), that P-,=E_,((O, co)). This com- 
pletes the proof. 1 
3.4. 
LEMMA 3.4.1. The map that sends Ind rc(cp) to rc( cp), cp E C(X), and 
Ind T&Y) to P extends to a F-homomorphism from SI(Ind rc, Ind z(p)) onto 
SZ(q P). 
Proof: Recall Lemma 2.4.1 which shows that Ind rc is unitarily equiv- 
alent to 72 x I?, where 72 and fi act on 2 = L2(lR, X) according to the 
formulae 
and 
(Z(cp)S)(s) = 4cp) 5(s) 
mt)5)(4 = U(t) 50 - t). 
The vector-valued Fourier-Plancherel transform 5: L2( IR, X) -+ L2( IF!, .X) 
defined by the formula 
is a Hilbert space isomorphism satisfying the equations 
(30(t)%-‘()(A) = e-“‘U(t) l(A) 
and 
Thus when we view L’(Iw, X) as the direct integral associated with the 
constant field determined by X, g(ti x I?)( W*(X, k!)) 3-l consists of 
decomposable operators. In particular, since 
we have 
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while s(7i x @l(p))g-’ = jg ,?((I,, co)) dl.. By Theorem 2.2.2, for each 2, 
(rt, E( [A, co))) is a pair of the type we are considering. Likewise, so is 
(n, E((A, cc))). (It takes a little argument to show that they are, in fact, 
pure pairs, but we don’t need that here.) Let P = rl x Z?(p) and consider an 
element A^ in SZ(ti, p) of the form 
2 =c pa~)fii(~,,.). . .pk,j)q(Pk,.), 
where qPi,j~ C(X) and s(i, j) =0 or 1. Then ga$J-’ =sg AA” dl., where 
A’ = CE([n, cc))““~“z(~p,,~) ... E([& c~))“‘“,“~L((P~,~). Consequently, 
IIA’ll< /Iall for (Lebesgue) almost all 1. Let A’,’ be the operator obtained 
from A” by replacing E([& co)) with E((J, co)). Since E((;1, cc)) is the 
strong, decreasing limit of { E( [,u, cc )) } i. < p while E( [A, co)) is the strong, 




in the strong operator topology. Thus IIA”II, llA’~“ll d ll,~ll for every ;1 E R. 
Whence for each 1, the maps a -+ A’ and a + A’,’ extend to C*-algebra 
homomorphisms from SZ(fi, P) onto SZ(rc, E[& cc )) and SZ( 7c, E( (1, co)), 
respectively. In particular, this holds for 1. = 0. But, by Lemma 3.3.1, 
the map that sends A0 @ A’,’ to A = C PEc’~4r( (pl, j) . . . PE(‘Q)z( qk, j) in 
SZ(n, P) is a contraction. Thus the map a -+ A extends to a *-homomor- 
phism of SZ(7z, P) onto SZ(rr, P). Since (7i, P) is unitarily equivalent to 
(Ind 7c, Ind n(p)), the proof is complete. 1 
3.5. 
LEMMA 3.51. The map that sends Ind m(q) to Ind n(q), cp E C(X), and 
sends Ind m(p) to Ind z(p) extends to a C*-isomorphism from SZ(X, R) onto 
SZ(Ind rc, Ind z(p)). 
Proof: First note that rc is the direct sum of cyclic representations of 
C(X) and that induction respects direct sums; i.e., Ind(z, 0~~) = 
(Ind rci) 0 (Ind nz). It follows that we may assume that z is cyclic and 
determined, say, by the probability measure p on X. As we observed after 
Lemma 2.4.1, Ind m is j: Ind 6, dm and likewise for Ind p. So a typical 
element A in (a dense subalgebra of) either SZ(X, R) or SZ(Ind p, Ind p(p)) 
is a field of the form A,x = C Ind BX(P)E(lJ) Ind 6,((p,, j) . . . Ind 6,(jj)“‘k,j1 
Ind 6,((p,, j). For each x E X, A, acts on L’(R); Ind 6,(p) is the Hardy 
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projection, independent of x; and Ind 6,((p) is multiplication by cpx, where 
qX(t) = cp(x + t). Thus, as a map from X to Y(L*(R)), x + A, is strongly 
continuous. Since A, + f is unitarily equivalent to A.,, via translation 
on L*(R), it follows from the minimality of the flow that 11 A, 11 is constant 
in x. Thus, when viewed either as an element of SZ(X, [w) or of SZ(Ind p, 
Ind p(p)), A has the same norm. This completes the proof. 1 
3.6. In this step, we show that the homomorphism from SZ(X, KY) onto 
SZ(n, P) established in the last two steps is, in fact, an isomorphism. 
Ultimately, the proof resembles the proof of the main theorem in 
[Dougl], but the details are more complicated. In the case when the 
flow is (uniformly) almost periodic, it is not hard to show that 
lim T+ ccI llQT(A) - @(A)[1 = 0 for every A E SZ(n, P). The proof of the main 
theorem in [Dougl] relies on this norm convergence. However, for the 
general strictly ergodic flow, we do not know if this limit always exists and 
is zero. Our main effort in this subsection is devoted to getting around this 
difficulty. Several lemmas are required. 
Define @T,,rr on Y(X) by the formula QT,JA) = (1/2T) jr, U,AUjr dt, 
AE$P(X). Then @771 is a unital, completely positive map on Y(X). Since 
the set of such maps’is compact in the point-a-weak topology [P, Theorem 
6.41, the GT,= have a cluster point, @,, say, in this topology. The cluster 
point is not o-weakly continuous, however, but it is clear that if 
h E W*(X, IR) is an element for which lim., o. @F*(b) = Q**(6) in norm, 
then 
Qi,((7T x U)(b)) = (7L x u)(@**(b)). 
Consequently, from Lemma 2.5.5, we have 
LEMMA 3.6.1. Zff~ C,(@ u { + co}) and cp, $ E C(X), then 
@,(4cp)(n x Wf(h)) 4lCI)) = (n x WF,,,,,(h)) 
= (xx W(@(@f(h)$)). 
Recall that for (PE C(X), we write T,+, for the element in ‘I(X, [w) 
obtained by restricting pcpp to the range of p. 
LEMMA 3.6.2. Let 9(X, R) be the linear span of {T,+, T, I cp E A(X)}. Zf 
A(X) is a Dirichlet algebra in C(X), in particular in the flow is strictly 
ergodic, then 9(X, R) is norm dense in Z(X, R). 
Proof. For cp, $ E A(X), we have 
T,,& = ${lT,+&q- T,-J-1 
+iCT,+itiTa- Tq-iJ~lh 
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Thus, Y(X, IF!) contains all products T, T,, cp, y? EA(X). Next, we 
assert that for [E C(X), T,Y(X, R) is contained in the norm closure 
of Y(X, R). Indeed, for any cp E A(X), we have T, T, T, = T,, T,. 
Given .s>O, we may by hypothesis choose (pi, (p2 in A(X) 
such that ll[q - (cpi + Cp2)j1 3c< c/(1 + llqll,). Therefore, since 1 E A(X), 
11 Tc T, T, - (T,, T, + T-)11 < E, proving the assertion. Since the identity 
is in Y(X, R), this shows that T;EY(X, lR)‘/ for all [E C(X). By 
induction, it follows that any finite product T:, T,, .. T,” lies in the norm 
closure of 57(X, R), [, , . . . . i, E C(X), and so, therefore, 9(X, R) is dense in 
wx R). I 
Let p denote the homomorphism that sends cp E C(X) c S1(X, R) to rc((p) 
and p to P. Observe that p induces a homomorphism from T(X, R) 
mapping onto T(q P). 
LEMMA 3.6.3. As a map from T(X, R) to T(z, P), p is an isomorphism. 
Proof: First note that the inequality E((0, 00)) < P < E( [0, co)) implies 
that for cp E C(X) and E > 0 
where h”= (n x U)(h) (so p,(h”)=nx U(p,(h)) and likewise for p”(z)). It 
follows from this and Lemma 3.6.1 that 
where, recall, 
and 
f’“,(l) = (dpV + 2)) no(@) 1, ~Acp)l>. 
Since E( (0, co)) d P 6 E( [0, co)), we further have 
(3.1) 
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Now suppose the kernel of p were not zero. Then we could find 
A E T(X, R), A 20, A #O, such that p(A) = 0. Then, by Corollary 2.4.3, 
@,(A) is a non-zero, positive element of L”(R). Let a= II@,(A)II = 
max{l 1 A E a(@,(A)). Then a > 0 and by Lemma 3.6.2, there is an element 
B = x1?!! i ujTq, T, in T(X, W) such that II B - AlI <u/16. Thus 
II@,MB))II = lI@,(dB-AjIll G IlAB-A)II <a/16. (3.2) 
We may assume without loss of generality that B is self-adjoint and, 
therefore, that the coefficients uj are all real. Thus we may write B as 
B=CjbjT,,T,,-CiCiT~~T~,, where the b,i and ci are non-negative. Since 
II@,(B)-@,(A)II < IIB-AlI <a/16, we find that 
max(l I A E a(@,(B))} > max{i I 1 E a(@,(A))} -a/16 = 15u/16. 
By Proposition 2.51, we have 
@&=C bjFF,,E(h)-C cipFi,(h), 
i I 
where Fv,E and Fi are the functions appearing in inequality (3.1). Since 
F,=lim,,, F,,,(l) = lime+, F”,(n) for all AE R\a,(h) and since the 
spectrum of Ind m(h) is absolutely continuous, we conclude that 
lim 0, = Q,(B) 
E-0 
in the strong operator topology. Therefore, there is an a0 > 0 such that for 
all &o > E > 0, 
max{A I AE~(@~)} >max{A 1 ne~(@,(B))} -u/16 
2 15u/16 -u/16 = 14u/16. 
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Observe that 
is a bounded continuous function on (0, co) and the preceding inequality 
implies that 
sup{f,(A) I 1 E (0, co)> 3 14u/16. 
By the definition of p, 
(3.3) 
PtB)=C h,jPn(V,j) p71(@j)p-C cip71($i) pn($i)P. 
i I 
Applying QR to this equation, we conclude from inequality (3.1) that 
From inequality (3.3) and the fact that o(x) = R by Lemma 2.2.4, we see 
that inequality (3.2) is violated. This contradiction completes the proof. 1 
The next and final lemma completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.1. 
LEMMA 3.6.4. The *-homomorphism, p from SI(X, l%) to SZ(n, P) that 
sends cp to 72((p) and p to P is an isomorphism. 
ProoJ: Let Q = I- P and let q = 1 -p. We have seen that the restriction 
of p to T(X, R) is an isomorphism from T(X, R) onto T(7c, P). A similar 
argument shows that the restriction of p to qSZ(X, R)q is an isomorphism 
onto QSZ(rc, P)Q. Suppose, then, that SE SZ(X, R) is non-negative and 
satisfies p(S) = 0. Then p(j@) = p(qSq) = p(pSq) = p(qSp) = 0. Since p is 
faithful on T(X, R) =pSZ(X, R)p and qSZ(X, R)q, we conclude that 
PSjj = 0 = qSq. Since pSqSp E T(X, KY), and p is faithful there, we conclude 
from the equation p(pSqSp) = p((pSq) p(q@)*) = 0 that 0 =pSqSD = 
(&Sq)(pSq)*. Thus PSq and qf$ vanish and the proof is complete. m 
3.7. We write &:63(X, R) and 6X(X, R) for the, commutator ideals in 
63(X, R) and ‘X(X, R), respectively. Observe that 6X(X, R) is a full corner 
of tEGD(J.‘, R). There is a symbol map s: 63(X, [w) -+ C(X) @ C(X) and, as 
we shall show in Theorem 3.8.3, ker s = aGs(X, R). It satisfies the equa- 
tions s(pcp) = cp 00 and s(qcp) = 00 cp. Similarly, there is a symbol map 
s: ‘I(X, R) + C(X) defined by the formula s( TV) = cp; its kernel is (X%(X, R). 
The following result is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.1.1. 
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THEOREM 3.7.1. The ideals KG3(X, [w) and KZ(X, (w) are simple 
C*-algebras. 
ProoJ: Suppose 3 is a proper ideal in (%63(X, KY). Then 3 is an ideal 
in 63(X, R) and 63(X, R)/3 is non-commutative. Choose a representa- 
tion rc of 63(X, R) with ker rc = 3. Then the range n(p) is a non-reducing 
invariant subspace for rc(A(X)) and so, by Theorem 3.1.1, rc is faithful. 
Thus 3=kerrr= (0). 
If 3 is a non-zero ideal in &;iz(X, R), then 3 generates a non-zero 
ideal in (563(X, R), which must be all of 663(X, R) by what we just 
proved. Since K;iz(X, R) =pU%(X, lR)p, elements of the form pAjiBpCp = 
pABCp, A, CE 63(X, IR), and BE 3 are dense in Q%(X, R). Hence 
3=&:2(X, R). 1 
Remark 3.7.2. Let x1. be the irreducible, GNS representation of 
C*(X, R) associated with the pure invariant state $>. defined after Lemma 
2.3.1. Then for each A, rcj. gives rise to two pairs (rcj,, rcj(p)) and (n,, n,(p)), 
where p = e((0, co)), and each of these, in turn, gives rise to a representa- 
tion of63(X, R) that is faithful. One of the motivating considerations at 
the outset of this study and one that arose in [CMXl], as well, was the 
question of whether SZ(X, R), SZ(rc,, xl(p)), and SZ(rc)., rcj,(p)) are all 
isomorphic. They are, of course, thanks to Theorem 3.1.1, but we are 
unable to prove this fact without recourse to Theorem 3.1.1. In particular, 
strict ergodicity seems to be involved in essential ways. Without this 
hypothesis, we can only prove in general that SZ(X, R), SZ(n,, nj.(p)), and 
SZ(~,, 711(p)) are isomorphic for almost all A, but we can not identify any 
specific A where the isomorphism holds. On the other hand, if the point 
spectrum of the flow is dense, we can prove that these algebras are 
isomorphic for all A E [w ! 
3.8. Our final objective in this section is to prove that C*(X, R) is 
contained in @.53(X, R). We will see later that the K-theories of these two 
algebras are different, so the containment is proper. For this purpose, it is 
convenient to work with the image of U53(X, R) under x0. That is, we 
work on the Hilbert space L2(X, m) with 
and 
(%((P)S)(X) = dx) 5(x) 
(%(%)5)(X) = 5(x - f)> 
cp E C(X), 5 E L2(X, m). So 7c0((.E’3(X, R)) is the C*-algebra generated by 
rrO(C(X)) and rc&). For the ease of notation, we write 
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with cp viewed as acting by multiplication on ,5*(X, m), 
u, = %(%) 
and 
.f(h) = %(f(h)) 
for any bounded Bore1 functionfon R. However, we shall write 
g=%(D) = %(4CO~ Co))) = 1 [o,cc,(h) 
_P= dp) = 7-b(4(05 Co))) = lco,,,(h) 
and 
p” = P,(h)> &>O 
p-“(h), E < 0. 
Also, we write Qr for the map on .Y(Z’(X, m)) defined by the equation 
Q&4) =&,‘, u,Au: dt. 
Thus, for UE W*(X, R), we have 
QiT%(a) = %(@T(a)). 
Zero lies in the point spectrum of (u,}~~~; indeed, the constant function 1 
on X is the unique invariant function, and we write P, for rro(e((O}))= 
l{,,(h). We write SZ=SZ(rc,,, P), and we write SZ(s) for the C*-algebra 
generated by rr,(C(X)) and P”, E > 0. The commutator ideals in SZ and 
SZ(E) will be denoted CSZ and CSZ(s), respectively. Finally, for a closed 
subset EE R, we write L*(E) for l,(h) ,5*(X, m). We thus have, by 
Theorem 2.2.2, 
C(X; E,) L’(E,) E L*(E, + E2) 
for any closed subsets E, and E, of R. 
LEMMA 3.8.1. (a) For any E > 0, P&E SZ. 
(b) P” - PE CSZ. 
(c) For E # 0 # E’, P”’ E SZ(E) and P”’ - P” E CSZ(&). 
(d) For any fE C,(n),f(h)e CSZ(c). 
Proof. (a) Since p,(t) =pl(t/&), we may restrict our attention to E = 1. 
Since the spectrum of the flow is all of R, by Lemma 2.2.3, given a positive 
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integer N, we may find non-zero functions cpie C(X; ((i - 1)/N, i/N)) for 
each i= 1, 2, . . . . N. We normalize the ‘pi so that in L2, 11~~ I( = 1. By strict 
ergodicity, then, we may find T sufficiently large so that 
II@~(I(P~12)-111cc<N~2 (3.4) 
for all i. We set 
ai = @T(cpi&i), i = 1, 2, . . . . N. 
Then for each i, uie SZ and since cp,P@, < [piI (as operators), it 
follows that llaiII d ll@T(I~i12)ll d 1 + Np2. We want to show that 
I/ (l/N) C ai - P’II is small. To this end, suppose that 5 E L2( [i/N, 00)) so 
that lCUN, ,,(h)5 = & Observe that ((pi)s lies in C(X; (-i/N, (-i+ 1)/N)) 
for all s E IR and, consequently, ((pi),Yc lies in L2( [0, co)), by Theorem 2.2.2. 
Thus P((p,),{ = (‘pJsS and so from (3.4), together with the definition of ai, 
we conclude that Ilait - 411 < Ne2 11411. A similar argument shows that for 
5 E L2(( - co, (i- 1)/N]), ui< = 0 as does 1 CjiN,,j(h) 5. Consequently, 
IIlri/N,,)(h)~-ai<ll =O<N~2~~~~~. NOW let q~L*(X,rn) be arbitrary 
and write v=ro+‘11+ ... +YlN+rN+l where q,, E L2( ( - co, 0)), 
qN+, E L2( [ 1, cc )), and vi E L2( [(i - 1 )/N, i/N)), i = 1, . . . . N. Then, from 
what we have just seen, it follows that 
Since, on the other hand, 
we conclude that 
As N was arbitrary, this shows that P’ E SZ. 
(b) By (a) we can approximate P’ by sums of the form C (piPqi 
with ,E Iqi12 close to 1. As a result, P’ -P is approximated by 
Ccpi~‘i--PCIcpil2=C[~irP](Pi,anelementinCSI.ThusP1-P~CSI. 
(c) The argument in (a) works here as well with P replaced by P” to 
show that P”’ 6 SZ(s). Actually, it is a little easier since PE and PE are con- 
tinuous. Alternatively, we can proceed as follows. Observe that P” =p”(h) 
and that pE separates the points of C--E, 01. Consequently, for any function 
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f that is continuous, vanishing to the left of -E and is identically 1 to the 
right of the origin, we havef(h) E SZ(s). In particular, P, E SZ(E) for any a, 
E > a > 0. The proof that P”’ - P” E CSZ(e) is the same as (b). 
(d) The functions pE -@’ all lie in C,( fi), E, E’ > 0, and they separate 
points. Therefore the algebra they generate is uniformly dense in C,(R). 
Since P”’ - P” E CSZ(.z) for all E, E’, it follows that f(h)~ CSZ(e) for all 
fem. I 
THEOREM 3.8.2. For every E # 0, CSZ(E) = C*(X, R). 
ProoJ The algebra C*(X, R) is generated by elements of the form 
cpf(h), f~ C,(R), cp E C(X). Consequently, C*(X, R) G CSZ(e) by Lemma 
3.8.1(d). The reverse inclusion results from Lemma 2.5.2 since p, and pE 
both lie in C,(l@u { +a}). 1 
THEOREM 3.8.3. The following diagram is commutative with exact rows: 
0 - CZS(&) - SZ(&) - C(X) @ C(X) - 0 
I I II (3.5) 
0 - csz - sz - C(X) @ C(X) - 0 
ProoJ: First we show that the top row is exact. From (d) of Lemma 
3.8.1 we know that f(h) E CSZ(s) for all f~ C,(R). Thus (P”)‘- P” lies in 
CSZ(e). So modulo CSZ(e), P” is a projection and the quotient algebra, 
which is abelian, is generated by the orthogonal subalgebras 
w”c(a) and 4( 1 - P”) C(W), 
where rr is the quotient map. To see that z(P”C(X)) is isomorphic to C(X), 
simply note that the map cp + z(P”cp) is a homomorphism whose kernel is 
invariant under the action of R on C(X). Since the flow is assumed to be 
minimal and the homomorphism is not the zero map, the homomorphism 
is an isomorphism. Indeed, to see that the homomorphism is not the zero 
map, simply note that since CSZ(s) = C*(X, R), by Theorem 3.8.2, it suf- 
fices to show that P”$ C*(X, R). However, this is easy because for any K 
in C*(X, R) andfin C,(R), we have lim, _ m I/ Kf(.h - ,$)I\ = 0 (see the proof 
of Lemma 2.5.3), but P” clearly does not have this property. Similarly, the 
map cp + n(( 1 - P”)cp) is an isomorphism and we conclude that 
SZ(s)/CSZ(s) is isomorphic to C(X) @ C(X). 
A similar argument shows the exactness of the bottom row while the 
vertical inclusions follow from parts (a) and (b) of Lemma 3.8.1. 1 
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COROLLARY 3.8.4. C*(X, W)G SI. 
ProoJ: See Theorems 3.8.2 and 3.8.3. 1 
4. K-THEORY 
4.1. In this section we compute the K-theory of the algebras we have 
been studying. The principal result is 
THEOREM 4.1.1. Assume that the jlow is strictly ergodic and separable 
and let j: C*(X, R) + @53(X, R) be the inclusion map (whose existence is 
guaranteed by Corollary 3.8.4). Then at the level of K,, j, : K,(C*(X, IL?)) + 
K,(EW(X, W)) is an order isomorphism, while at the level of K,, there is a 
short exact sequence 
0 + K,(C*(R)) 2 K,(C*(X, R)) A K,(EGD(X, R)) + 0, 
where i is the inclusion map carrying C*(R) into C*(X, R) in the usual way. 
This result and standard facts from K-theory will be used to calculate the 
K-theory of the other algebras we have been studying. As an immediate 
corollary, Connes’s Thorn isomorphism [C3] yields 
COROLLARY 4.1.2. (1) K,((rG3(X, R)) z K’(X); 
(2) K,WTX RI) r K”U’PC1l, 
where [l] denotes the class of the trivial line bundle over X. 
Proof: By [C3] we have Kj(C*(X, IF!)) g Ki+ ,(C(X)) = K’+‘(X). When 
i= 1, this isomorphism carries i,(Kl(C*(R))) to iz[l], as may be seen 
from the axiomatic properties of the Thorn isomorphism described on page 
35 of [C3]. 1 
The proof of Theorem 4.1.1 is lengthy and involves both results of 
general interest and technical lemmas. Generally, we work concretely with 
the C*-algebra SI which is a faithful representation of 63(X, R) that we 
introduced in the previous section and we follow the notation that was 
introduced there. We require, too, hybrid algebras SZ, and N+(E) defined 
as {a E SZ 1 z((Z- P)a) = 0} and {a E S(E) 1 7c((Z- P”)a) = 0}, respectively, 
where rc denotes the quotient maps in Theorem 3.8.2. As an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 3.8.2 we have 
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LEMMA 4.1.3. The following diagram is commutative with exact rows, 
0 - CZS(&) - S+(E) - C(X) - 0 
I I II (3.5) 
o- csz - sz, 4 C(X)-0 
and the vertical maps are inclusions. 
In [J], Ji proved that K,(SZ+(s)) =0 by showing that the exact 
sequence 
0 + c*(x, R) --+ SZ+(&) + C(X) + 0 
is the KK-inverse of Rieffel’s Wiener-Hopf extension [R]. We shall prove 
that K,(SZ+ (E)) = 0 in the following general proposition whose proof uses 
a somewhat more elementary argument han Ji’s. 
For the sake of concreteness, uppose that A is a C*-algebra acting on 
a Hilbert space A? and that {c(~}~, Iw is a one parameter automorphism 
group of A that is implemented by a strongly continuous unitary group 
b4t,R on 2; i.e., a,(x) = u~xu;‘, XE A, t E [w. Let (Ut},eR be the left 
translation on L*(R), so U,~(S) = @s - t) and let H, be the infinitesimal 
generator of { U, 0 u,} ,t aB acting on Z,*( II& X’) = L2( R) 0 2. The 
C*-crossed product A x1, [w may be viewed as the C*-algebra generated 
by {VOX) f(HJ I XEA, f~ C,(R)}. We write 63,.(A, ~1) for the 
C*-algebra generated by { (ZO x) f(H,) 1 x E A, f e C(R! u { f a})}, where 
C(Iw u { k cc }) denotes the algebra of continuous functions on IF! tending 
to (possibly different) limits at ? co, and we write 63,+(,4, a) for 
the subalgebra of (%,(A, c() generated by {(Z@ x) f(H,) 1 x E A, 
fE.C,(RU { +co})}. It is easy to see that there is a short exact sequence 
O~A~o,IW~63,.+(A,a)--e,A-,0, (4.1) 
where i is the inclusion map and 
4VOx) f(H,)) = (,$mE f(t)b. 
It is also easy to see that when A = C(X), and c1 is induced by the flow, 
then 63,(C(X), a) is naturally isomorphic to SZ(s), E #O, and 
GD,.+(C(X), c() is naturally isomorphic to SZ+(.s). 
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PROPOSITION 4.1.4. In the induced K-theory exact sequence resulting 




K,(A) - K,(G3,.+(4 a)) - K,(A >a, R), 
the maps 8; and 8: are isomorphisms (the Thorn isomorphisms) and, 
consequently, K,( 63,+ (A, II)) = 0. 
Proof By periodicity and the properties of the Thorn isomorphisms, 
Axioms l-3 on p. 35 of [C3], we need only show that for any C*-dynami- 
cal system (A, CI, W), the map 8; coincides with the Thorn isomorphism 
4:: K,(A) + K,(A M, R). For this, we may assume also that A is a unital 
C*-algebra. Indeed, we have the commutative diagram 








where A+ denotes A with a unit adjoined and where r denotes the trivial 
action of [w on C. Evidently, 8; = 4: mapping K,(C) + K,(C x1, R). Conse- 
quently, if we can prove that ai= $8 mapping K,(A+) to KI(A+ xl, R), 
then the commutative diagram and the naturality of 48 (Axiom 2 on p. 35 
of [C3]) show that 8; = 4: mapping K,(A) to K,(A XI, R). 
So, suppose A is unital and note that since K,(B) = KO( B@ M,) for any 
C*-algebra B while K,(A) = K,(A”), where A” = {aE A 1 t -+ u,(a) is 
Cm>, we need only prove that if p is a projection in A”, then 
a;([~]) = bE([p]), where [p] denotes the element in K,(A) determined 
by P. 
Fix a projection p E A” and let h denote the infinitesimal generator 
of {%l,,R. Set h’ =php + (1 -p) h( 1 -p). Then h’ is self-adjoint and 
generates a unitary group (Us},, R on 2 that normalizes A. (See [C3, 
Appendix 51 in particular.) Define {/I,} IE w on A by the equation 
Ya’ = urau 
:. By Proposition II.4 of [C3], there is a unitary cocycle 
w, lER in A such that u,= W,U, and so pi(a) = w~c(~(u)w:, UE A. Since 
ab = 4: and since j?,(p) =p, it follows from the naturality of the Thorn 
isomorphism (Axiom 2 on p. 35 of [C3]) and the fact that the map from 
@ to A, defined by sending 1 to p, is equivariant (relative to I and /I), that 
a{([p])=a~([l])=~~([l])=~~([p]). The cocycle {~!}~~n determines 
anisomorphism~,:Axl,iW~Axll,[Wsuchthat~~=(ICI,),o~~,i=1,2,by 
Lemma I.3 and Proposition II.3 of [C3]. An analysis of the construction 
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of tin,, that we present momentarily, will show that i,GM, extends naturally to 
an isomorphism from 63,.+(A, a) to W,.+(A, b) that induces the identity 
map on A. This will then yield the equality a:( [p] ) = dz( [p] ) and com- 
plete the proof. 
Form the algebra A @M, acting on #@X’, define y, = [; z] = 
[; ,,9,] and define 
The algebras (A 0 M2) ~~ R, 63,.+(A 0 M,, y), and 63,.(A @M,, y) all 
act on L’(R) @ (2 @ 2) and are generated by elements of the form 
(Z@x)f(H,) where XEA@M*, H, is the infinitesimal generator of 
U,Ov,, andfEC,(R), CO(Ru{+co}) or C(Ru{,co}) depending on 
circumstance. If L2( R) @ (X @ 2) is identified with (L2( R) @ 2) @ 
(L*(R) 0 X), then evidently 
It is immediate, since the matrix units e,, and e22 commute with U,@ y,, 
that the maps pcl and ps, defined on generators of 63,.(A, c() and 
63,(A, /I) by the formulae 
p,((Z@ a) f(H,)) = ; 
> 
and 
~,d(Z@a) f(Hp)) = 
0 0 
0 > (Z@a) f(H,s) ' 
are injective and satisfy the equation 
~&ti..((zOa) f(H,))) = e21p,((zOa) f(HJk12. 
This equation shows that W,.(A, CI) = 63,.(A, fi) as sets of operators and 
represents tin, as the identity map. As a result, we conclude that in the 
commutative diagram derived from the exact sequence (4.1), 
0 - A xl R - GD,.+(A, a) -% A + 0 
I 
+. 
0- Ax,,R- 63,.+(A,P)~ A-O, 
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the map $m, is the identity. At the level of K-theory, this diagram yields a 
commutative square, 




K,(A x, [w) * K,(A xl8 5X) 
with, of course, ($,,), =identity. Hence, we have a;([~]) = 
~ll/~~~~‘~~~~,~,~C~1~=~ICI,~~‘~~~C~l~=~~,~~’i~~C~l~=~~~C~l~~ and 
the proof is complete. 1 
The next step is to build an algebra Y with a surjective homomorphism 
co: Y + SZ. We will show ultimately that if 5!+ = a; ‘(SZ, ), then for each 
E > 0 there is an injection p: SZ+(s) + ~7, with the property that 
p*: K*(SZ+(&)) + K,(Y+) is surjective. This, really, is the key technical 
step. The proof of Theorem 4.1.1 will be a more or less easy consequence. 
The algebra Y provides a way of smoothing the discontinuity in 1 co,m) 
which is somewhat different from SZ(s). Yet at the level of K-theory, they 
are “almost” the same. 
Consider first the C*-algebra C[O, l] 0 L?(L*(X)). We use t to denote 
both the independent variable in [0, 1 ] and the position function: f(t) = t. 
We define H to be the element in C[O, 110 L?(L’(X)) given by the 
formula 
H=t@P+(l-t)@P=l@P-t@P,. 
(Recall that 7 = 1 to, 5 ,(A), P = 1 (0,,,(h), and P, = 1 jo)(h).) We let Y be the 
C*-algebra generated by H and 10 C(X), where C(X) is viewed as acting 
on L*(X) by multiplication. Elements in Y may be viewed as continuous 
functions on [0, l] with values in L?(L2(X)), and, consequently, we have, 
for each t E [0, 11, a homomorphism 0,: Y + y(L*(X)) obtained by 
evaluating each element in Y at t. Since, in particular, a,(H) = is and 
ao( 10 9) = 9, 9 E C(X), it is evident that o0 maps Y onto SZ. 
Remark 4.1.5. Evidently, Y “interpolates” between the C*-algebras 
SZ(rcn,(C(X)), rc,(p)) and SZ(n,(C(X)), n,,(p)) and provides an operator 
theoretic smoothing out of the discontinuity in 1 cO,coJ. In the case when X 
is the 2-torus, U*, and the flow is the Kronecker flow associated with 
an irrational number 13, the relation between Y and SZ is particularly 
transparent and helps to motivate the sequel. 
Here we change our perspective slightly. Instead of working on L*(X), 
we work on L*(Xx W); i.e., we work with Ind m(G3(X, Iw)). The Fourier 
transform on L*(Xx R), in both variables now, carries L2(Xx Iw) to 
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L*(Z* x R) and conjugates Ind m(C*(X, R)) onto the image of C*(& Z2) 
under the obvious representation, where Z* acts on R through translation 
by 1 and 0. (See [JX].) Identifying C*(& Z’) with its image in 
9’(L2(Z2 x R)) and C*(X, R) with Ind m(C*(X, R)), it is not difficult to see 
further that the Fourier transform conjugates CSZ(X, R) onto C*(@‘, Z’) 
where fi+ is the locally compact space obtained from @ by inserting a gap 
at each point of the subgroup Z + 0.Z. Except for failing to be compact, l@’ 
is just the Cantor set. When we form Y, we find after Fourier transforming 
that we have added a loop to fi’ connecting the two endpoints of the gap 
at zero. The commutator ideal of Y turns out to be *-isomorphic to 
c*@++, Z’) where @‘+ is obtained from R’ by adding an interval 
across each of the inserted gaps. Topologically, then, @‘+ is R, but the 
action of Z* permutes the added intervals. It results that the commutator 
ideal of 9 is *-isomorphic to C*(U, Z)@&‘“(1*(Z)), where Z acts on % 
through a Denjoy homeomorphism. Indeed, our construction using His an 
operator-theoretic version of Denjoy’s construction of homeomorphisms of 
the circle (cf. [PSS]). 
The analysis just outlined may be done at the more general level where 
X is a quotient of the Bohr group and where IR acts on X in the canonical 
way. In this case, the analysis to follow recaptures that of Ji and Xia in 
[JX], although the details and strategies are different from theirs. 
LEMMA 4.1.6. ker co = C,((O, l))@%(L*(X)). 
Proof: First note that for all t E [0, 11, a,( 10 cp) -a,(1 @ cp) =O, 
cp E C(X), and o,(H)- o,(H)= - tP, is compact. Hence a,(a)- a,,(a) is 
compact for all a E Y. This implies that ker @0 is contained in 
C,((O, l])O~(L*(X)). On the other hand, since H-H’=t(l-t)@P, 
lies in the kernel of oD, straightforward calculations show that since 
10 C(X) and H are in Y and since ker o0 is an ideal, all of C,( (0, 1)) @ L%? 
is contained in ker go. Thus we see that 
C,((O, 1))@31r(L*(X))~ker CJ,C C,((O, I])@%-(L*(X)). 
To see that ker (TV = C,((O, 1)) @ %Y(L*(X)), first note that since a,(H) = p 
and a,(H) = P, ~~(9) and g’l (9’) are both faithful representations of 
63(X, R) by Theorem 3.1.1 and, consequently, Ilol( = Ilao(u)ll for all 
UE 9. Secondly, if a E Y is in the algebra generated by H and 1 @C(X), 
then we can write 
a,(a) =ff,(t) + al(a) (4.2) 
for t E [0, l), where f, E C,( [0, 1)) @ x(L*(X)). (This is because 
H= 1 @P- tP, = 1 @P+ (1 - t)@ P,.) By continuity, Eq. (4.2) persists 
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for all a E Y. But now, if a~ ker cO, then a,(a) = 0 also and so o,(a) =f,(t) 
for all 1 E [0, 1). This proves that ker crO = C,( (0, 1)) 0 X(L’(X)). 1 
LEMMA 4.1.7. For E # 0, 10 P” lies in 9. 
ProojI The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Lemma 3.8.1 
with P replaced by H. 1 
We define p: SZ(s) -+ 9 by the formula p(a) = 10 a. Since 1 @P” lies in 
Y by Lemma 4.1.7 and since 10 C(X) is contained in Y by definition, the 
fact that the range of p is contained in Y is clear. Note that 
p(SZ+ (6)) c Y+ . The key technical result we need is 
LEMMA 4.1.8. At the level of K-theory, p*: K*(SZ+(&))+K*(Y+) is 
surjective. 
The proof is long and will occupy most of the next subsection. On the 
basis of Lemma 4.1.8, we can complete most of the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 
as follows. 
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 4.1.1 (excepting the proof that 
j,: K,,(C*(X, R)) + K,(EW(X, OX’)) respects order). By Lemma 4.1.6, we 
may identify the kernel of CJ,, with C,((O, 1)) 0 X. Thus we obtain the 
short exact sequence 
o+c,((o,1))@X~9?+~sz++o. (4.3) 
This, in turn, yields the six-term exact sequence 





K,(Sz+) - KI(~+) -K,(Gd(O, 1))O-f). 
From Proposition 4.1.4 and Lemma 4.1.8, we conclude that K,(Y+ ) = 0. 
So K,(S~+)=&(C,((O, l))OW and K,,(SZ+)rK,(C,((O, l))@X). 
However, K,(C,((O, l))@X) = K,(X) = 0, so K,(SZ+) = 0; and 
K,(C,((O, l))@X)=K,(X)gH, so K,(SZ+)=:. 
It is important for us to know that [P] generates K,(SZ+); 
i.e., K,(SZ+)=Z[P]. By definition of the map exp: K,,(SZ+)-+ 
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K,(C,((O, l))@X)), exp[P] = [ezni”] since a,(H)=P. However, 
H = (1 - t) 0 P, + 1 @P and since P and P, commute while eZniP = 1, we 
see that e2niff = e241 - 2) @P, + 10 (I- PO), which is a generator for 
K,(C,((O, l))@ X). Thus [P] generates K,(SI+) as promised. 
Now the commutative diagram with exact rows found in Lemma 4.1.4, 
and the equation C*(X, KY) = CSI(&) of Theorem 3.8.3 yields the following 
diagram with exact rows, where the vertical maps are inclusions. 
O---+ “~w; $l^il w;w; (4.5) 
o- CSI 
This diagram, in turn, yields the following commutative diagram, where the 
3 


























K,(W’)) 4 .‘* KI(SI+(&))4 ..I* K,(C*(X R)) 
(4.6) 
In the inner ring, S and exp are the usual index and exponential maps 
associated with the bottom row of diagram (4.5) by Bott periodicity. In the 
outer ring, 4’ and 4’ are the Thorn isomorphisms which, by Proposition 
4.1.4, may be identified with the exponential and index maps associated 
with the top row of diagram (4.5). 
Since X,(P) = 1 in C(X), and since, as we noted above, K,(SI+) = Z[P], 
it follows that ker rc2. = 0. Therefore, i,,: K,(CSI) + K,(SI+) is the zero 
map. Thus S is onto. On the other hand, as proved at the outset, 
K,(SI+)=O. Therefore, 7~~~: K,(SI+)+K,(C(X)) maps to zero, and so 
ker S = Im(n2,) =O. Thus S is an isomorphism and this proves that 
j, = (4’))’ S is an isomorphism. 
Since KI(SI+)=O, i,,: K,(CSI) -+ K,(SI+) is the zero map and so the 
map exp: K,(C(X)) --) K,(CSI) is onto by exactness of the inner ring of 
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diagram (4.6). The kernel of exp is the range of rc2*, which is Z[l] because 
Q(P) = 1 and K,(SZ+) = Z[P]. Consequently,j, : K,(C*(X, IR)) + K,(CSZ) 
is onto and has kernel d”[l]Z in K,(C*(X, [w)). However, by the 
naturality of the Thorn isomorphism [C3, Axiom 2 on p. 351, d”[l] 
generates the subgroup i,(K,(@ xl iw)) where i: @ xl [w + C*(X, [w) is the 
canonical imbedding. Since @ x [w = C*(R), we arrive at the short exact 
sequence 
0 --f KJc*(R))~ K,(C*(X, R)) i. Kl(uxqX, R)) -+ 0. 1 
4.2. At this point we turn to the proof of Lemma 4.1.8 to complete 
the proof of Theorem 4.1.1. In the process, we will prove that 
j,: K,(C*(X, Iw)) + Ko(G3(X, [w)) preserves the order. Because the proof 
of Lemma 4.1.8 is technically rather involved it will be useful, perhaps, to 
have a brief outline. Every element of p(SZ(c)) is constant in t. In fact, it 
appears that p(SZ(c)) is precisely the collection of elements in 9’ that 
are constant in t. We won’t try to prove this explicitly. Rather, we 
introduce the variation function V defined on Y by the formula V(a) = 
sup{ llc,(a) - ao(a) t E co, 11 >? UE~‘. We extend V to M,(Y) in the 
obvious way. We show first that elements in K,(Y) may be represented by 
elements in M,(Y) with arbitrarily small variation (Lemmas 4.2.2 and 
4.2.3). We then show that if a E Y is an algebraic expression in 10 C(X) 
and H with small variation V(u), then the element in p(SZ(.s)) obtained by 
replacing H with 10 P” in the expression for a will be close to a (Lemmas 
4.2.5 and 4.2.7). This will show that each element in Z&(9+) can be 
represented by elements from M,(p(SZ+(s))). The key to the first step is 
the following lemma. In it, for given vectors 5 and q in a Hilbert space %‘, 
we write 501 for the rank one operator on 2 defined by the equation 
<@q([) = ([, q)<. We note, too, that if cp and $ are in C(X), then 
cpP,$=cpO~. 
LEMMA 4.2.1. Suppose t + b,, t E [0, 11, is a norm continuous path of 
self-adjoint compact operators on cm@ L*(X) such that 6, =0 and 
6, =CyzI A,x.fiofi where each li is a scalar and {fi, f2, . . . . f,} forms an 
orthonormul set in C” @ C(X) E 67’ @L’(X). Then given E > 0, there is a 
unitary u E M,(Y) such that [u] = 0 in K,(Y) and such that 
Ilo, exp(2nib,) - ao(u < 8 
for all t E CO, 11, where we write or for the representation i,,,@o1 of M,(Y) 
on C” @ L’(X). 
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Proof Write each fi as fi= (fi(l), fj(2), . . . . fj(m)), with f,(j)~ C(X). 
For 6 > 0, define Cg in Mm(Y) by the formula 
- 
Ofi( l Ofi 
0 . . . 
0 . . . 
0 !-I 
0 
0 . . . 0 
= ((1 Ofifi(k))(ff- 1 OP”)(l ofi(m;,4. 
Then as d-+0, *converges strongly to ((l@fi(k))(t@P,)(lO~.(,(l)))~,,, 
= (tOyi P,j-#))~,=, = to(fi(k)Ohu))lG,j=, = to(f,o.fi). It follows 
that for each t E [0, 11, lim, 40 r~,(Ca) = t(f,@f,) in the strong operator 
topology (and the convergence is uniform in t). Form Cd := Cr= i A,Ca and 
u* := exp(2rciC6). Then oO(us) converges trongly to I. Now we may write 
a,(C’) = o,(C’) - tb, by definition of the Cf and the computation just 
completed. We assert that lim 6-O~O(~S)*~,(~d)=exp(-2~ib,) in thenorm 
operator topology. 
This, really, is a standard kind of computation that arises in 
Lie group theory. Consequently, we merely outline the steps. Let 
the norm hrnir 
a6 = 27cni[e,,(C ) - b,] and b = 2nib,. Then what we want to show is that . 
lim exp(b) exp( -b - a”) exp(a’) = I. 
ii-0 
(4.7) 
To this end, expand the exponentials to obtain the series 
c bk(-b-a’)” (a’)’ 
k,l,m30 k!Z!m! ’ 
In this series we expand each term ( -b - a6)m, remembering that b and a6 
do not necessarily commute. The result is a countable sum in words in b 
and a’. We split the sum into three disjoint pieces. The first is independent 
of as; we include I here. The second is the portion of the remainder that 
is independent of b. The third is all the rest. Note that each term in the 
third contains a factor either of the form a*b or of the form baa. Inspection 
reveals that the first sum is &m>O (bk( -b)“/k! m!) =ebepb=Z. The 
secondsumisC,,,,,;,,,+,((-as)“(ab)’/m!I!)=O. Sincelim,,,a’=Oin 
the strong operator topology and since b is compact, both lla’bll and Ilba’I( 
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may be made arbitrarily small, say less than E >O, by choosing 6 small 
enough. In this event, the third sum is dominated in norm by 
which in turn, is dominated by ~e~(“‘~ + 1u61’). Since the uii are uniformly 
bounded, Eq. (4.7) holds. 
Returning to our initial notation, given E > 0, we may find 6 sufficiently 
small and a continuous path of self-adjoint compact operators, t + h: so 
that 
(i) &=O, 
(ii) exp( -2nib;) = aO(u”)* o,(u’), and 
(iii) ((exp(2&,) - exp(2nib:)ll < E. 
Form the path t + W, = a,,(~“) exp( -2nib:) ct(us)*, and note that each W, 
is a scalar plus a compact. Hence by Lemma 4.1.6 there is a w c M,(Y) 
such that a,(w) = W, for all t E [0, 11. Finally, set u = WU’. Then using (iii), 
it is easy to see that Ilo,(u) exp(27cib,) - ao(u)ll is uniformly small. On the 
other hand, [us] = 0 in K, (So), since u6 is an exponential. Furthermore, 
[wl=O in K,(Y+) b ecause, as we saw in the completion of the proof of 
Theorem 4.1.1, using an argument hat does not rely on the lemma that we 
are trying to prove, Lemma 4.1.8, the inclusion of C,(O, 1) @ 3 in Y+ 
induces the zero map at the level of K,, (Recall that we showed in the 
paragraph following the diagram (4.4) that K,(C,(O, 1) OX) is generated 
by [uO] where ug = exp(2lrit) @ PO + 10 (I - P,). But in Y+ we may write 
u0 = exp( - 2niH). So [ u0 J = 0 in K, (9, ).) Thus [u] = 0 in K, (9, ) and the 
proof is complete. 1 
LEMMA 4.2.2. Given a projection q in M,,(9’) anA E > 0, there is a projec- 
tion q’EM,(Y) such that [q] = [q’) in &(,4a) and Y(q’)<&. 
ProoJ The path t + o,(q) is a norm continuous path of projections on 
@” @ L*(X) each of which differs from o,(q) by a compact operator. There- 
fore, as standard arguments show (see [B, Sect. 4 J), we may find a norm 
continuous path of self-adjoint compact operators t -+ a,, t E [0, 11, with 
a,=0 and 
lb,(q) - exp@W a&) expC--2W)ll <a/4. 
By adjusting a, for t near 1, we may find a path t -+ b,, TV [O, 13, 
that satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4.2.1 such that 
((exp(2k,) -exp(2zib,)l( <s/8, for all t. Now apply Lemma 4.2.1 to 
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produce a unitary u in M,(Y) satisfying Ila,(u) exp(2rrib,) - o,(u)il <s/4, 
for all t. Then, straightforward calculations show that setting q’ = u*qu 
yields a projection in Mm(Y) with the desired properties. 1 
LEMMA 4.2.3. Suppose that o is a unitary element of M,(Y) and E > 0 
is given. Then there is a unitary o’ E M,,(.Y’) such that [o’] = [o] in K,(Y) 
and V(o’) < E. 
Proof. The path t + v , := o,(w) a,(o)* is a path of unitary operators 
on @” 0 L*(X) each of which differs from the identity operator by a com- 
pact operator. Moreover, of course, v,=Z. We may write v,=exp(2zia,) 
where t + a,, t E [0, 11, is a continuous path of self-adjoint compact 
operators with a, = 0. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2.1, we may modify 
a,, for t near 1, to obtain a path t + b,, t E [0, l] of self-adjoint 
compact operators satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 4.2.1. By that 
lemma, we may find a unitary u E M,,(Y) with [u] = 0 in K,(Y) and 
Ilo,(u) exp(2&,) -cr,(u)ll small for all t. Letting o’= uw completes the 
proof. 1 
Given E > 0, we write Q’ = 1 co,,,(h). Also, we write p for the vector state 
on SZ determined by the constant function 1 E L*(X); i.e., p(a) = (a 1, 1 ), 
a E SZ. Then, for cp E C(X), we have I = jX cp dm and for a E SZ, we have 
P,aP, = p(a)PO. 
LEMMA 4.2.4. For a E SZ, 
lim liQ’uQ’- ,~(u)Q”ll = 0. 
c-o+ 
Proof: We may assume, first of all, that a is of the form cp I &p2P. . &I,, 
for functions ‘pi in C(X). Furthermore, by Lemma 2.2.5, we may assume 
that each ‘pi has the form ‘pi = di + cp’ + (pi, where Ai is a scalar, 
cp,? E C(X, [S, co)), and (pi E C(X, (-co, -61) for some 6 >O. In this 
case, ~(cp,) = li. The proof exceeds by induction on n. When n = 1, 
Q”(p: Q’= Q”(pr Q’= 0 when E < 6, so in this case the result is clear. 
Assume the result holds for all k <n. Then Pp,’ Q’= cp,’ Q’, Pq; Q’ = 0, 
&,f PO = cp: PO, and Z%p; PO = 0, for E < 6, by spectral analysis. Conse- 
quently, 
~(u)=(al,l)=(~,P~..P(~,+cp,C+~~)l,l) 
= (cP,P...P40n~,(~n+(Pn+)l, 1). 
On the other hand, when E < 6, 
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So, replacing a by a’ = q i P. . . Pq,, _, (A, + cp,’ ), our induction hypothesis 
yields the result. 1 
We now show that if a is an algebraic expression in H and elements from 
10 C(X), then the change resulting from replacing H by 10 P” can be 
measured in terms of V(a). This is accomplished with three lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.2.5. Suppose cp,,(p2 ,..., ~,,EC(X) and a=F(H, l@q ,,..., 
10 cp,,) is in Y where F is a polynomial in non-commuting indeterminants. Let 
b = F(l 0 p, 1 0 cpi, . . . . 10 cp,) and, for E > 0, let a’ = F( 1 @ P”, 10 cp,, . . . . 
10 cp,). Then there are a,, a*, . . . . ak and b,, . . . . bk in SZ and polynomials 
q,, . . . . qk, such that qi(0) = 0, for all i, 
u-b= 5 qJt)@a,P,b: 
i=l 
and 
a”-b- i (l@ai)qi(l@K”)(lOb,)* 
i= I 
where K” = P - P”. 
Proof: It sufices to prove the result when 
FiH, 10 q,, . . . . locp,)=(lOcp,)H(10cp,)...H(10cp,). 
In this event, write H = 1 @B-- (1 - t)@ PO and expand the resulting 
expression for F(H, 10 (p,, . . . . 1 0 cp,) using the facts that P,cP, = ,u(c)Po, 
CESZ, and P,P=P,. This provides the expressions for the qis, a,)~, 
and b;s. Similarly, if we write 10 P” = 1 @ P - 1 OK” in the expression 
for u’ and expand the result, using the facts that PK” = K” and 
lim E +o+ /IK”cK” - p(c)(K”)‘II = 0, c E SZ, by Lemma 4.2.4, we obtain the 
desired conclusion. 1 
LEMMA 4.2.6. Suppose a,, a*, . . . . ak and b, , b,, . . . . b, are elements of SZ 
satisfying p(aTaj) = ,u(bFbj) = 6, for i, j= 1, 2, . . . . k, and suppose that for 
each i andj, pii is a polynomial such that p,(O) = 0. Form the operators 
c= i pii(t)@a,Pob~ECIO, l]@X, 
i,j= 1 
d= i pii(t)Oe,ECIO, l]@M,, 
i,j=l 
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and 
where E > 0 and where the eii denote matrix units for Mk. Then 
//c/l = II4 = lim IcEll. E-o+ 
ProoJ Let {[,, 12, . . . . t,} be an orthonormal basis for Ck, and view the 
eii(s as satisfying the equation eVl,= ti. Define V: Ck -+ I,*(X) and 
W L2(X) + Ck by the formulae Vii = 6,l and IVg = ct= r (r, a,1 ) ti, 
t E L2(X). Then an easy calculation shows that V*< =Cf= 1 (t, b,l )ti, 
5 E L”(X), and W*ti= ail. If co is defined to be Cf j=, aiPob,T, then co is 
zero on the orthogonal complement of the range of V. Moreover, I/ is an 
isometry, W is a partial isometry mapping the range of co to Ck, and they 
satisfy the equation (10 W) c( 10 V) = d. Consequently, JJcJJ = IJdJJ. 
To show that ((d(( = lim, _ o+ ((c’((, we define, for E > 0, the maps 
and 
V”: ck @L*(x) -+ L2(X) 
W”: L2(X) + Ck 0 L2(X) 
by the formulae V”(<,@ <) = biQ”l and WE5 = Cf=, r, @ Q&a,* 5, 5 E L*(X). 
Then (V’)* l=Xf=, 5iOQ”bT< and (WE)* (tiO<)=aiQ!“& 5eL2(X). 
Using the strict ergodicity of the flow and Lemma 2.2.5 as we did in the 
proof of Lemma 4.2.4, it is easy to see that 
lim II( VE-l@QEIl=O, 
E-O+ 
.t;+ I/ W”( WE)* - 10 Q’ll = 0, 
lim+ IIc”(Z- 10 v”( v&)*)1\ = 0, 
and 
,l@+ I[(/- 10 (WE)* WE)P(I = 0. 
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These equations yield the equation 
lim lIcEI =,htn+ 11(10 WE) ~‘(1 0 VII. c-o+ 
If we set d”=C~j=,p,i(10K”)Oe,E~4POM,, then, since l@K” is a 
self-adjoint operator with spectrum equal to [0, 11, we see that 
Ild”II = Ildll, for all E > 0. The result follows, once we note that 
lim c+o+ [Id”-(l@W”)c”(l@v”)II=O. 1 
LEMMA 4.2.7. Let a and a’ be defined as in Lemma 4.25 Then 
lim E+o+ Ila-aElI <2V(a). 
Proof: Let b be defined as in Lemma 4.2.5 and write (la-a&l) d 
Ila-611 + I/a”--bll. Let a,, a2, . . . . ak, b,, b,, . . . . bk be elements of SI and let 
ql, . . . . qk be polynomials satisfying the conclusions of Lemma 4.2.5. Then, 
since a,(H) = a,(H) - ( 1 - t) PO, we see upon expanding a as in the proof 
of Lemma 4.2.1, that o,(a) -al(a) = o,(a - b). So V(a) = lla - bll. 
To estimate [la&- bll, we use the facts proved in Lemma 4.2.5 that 
lim E+o+ Ila”-b-~~~,(lOai)qi(lOK”)(lObj)*II=O and a-b= 
CF= I qi( t) @ ai Pob,?. We apply the Gram-Schmidt process to the a,‘s to 
produce operators a;, a;, . . . . a; with the same linear span as a,, . . . . ak so 
that p((ai)* ai) = 6,, i, j= 1, . . . . k. We note, for this purpose, that if 
p(a*a) = 0 then al = 0 and so aPo = 0. We do the same thing with 
b,, b,, . . . . b,, obtaining b’,, b;, . . . . 6;. Write ai= C croaJ and bj= C piibi, 
write 
a-b= i pg(t)@a:Po(bj)* 
i,j= 1 
and write 
Now apply Lemma 4.2.6 to conclude that lim,,,+ (la’- bll = I(a - bl( = 
V(a). This completes the proof. 1 
Completim of the Proof of Lemma 4.1.8. Recall that p: H(E) -+ 9’ is 
defined by the equation p(a) = 1 @a, a E SZ(.s), and p(SZ+(&)) E 9+. We 
want to show p,(K,(SZ+(&))) = K,(F+). To show this at the level of K,, 
fix a positive integer m and a projection q in M,(9’+). By Lemma 4.2.2, we 
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may assume that V(q) is arbitrarily small, say less than 50-l, without 
changing the class [q] represented by q in K,,(Y+). Next, choose a self- 
adjoint element a in M,(Y), whose entries are in the algebra generated by 
Hand 10 C(X), so that Ila-qll <50-l. Then the spectrum of a has a gap 
around $ and the spectral projection for a corresponding to the interval 
(f, cc) is equivalent to q. (This is a straightforward computation using the 
Riesz-Dunford functional calculus.) Also, it is immediate that 
V(a) < 3 .50.-l. By Lemma 4.2.5, we may find a self-adjoint element aE in 
M,(SI+(s)) such that Ila - aEll < 55’. Then a’ will also have a gap in its 
spectrum around $ and its spectral projection q’ corresponding to (4, co), 
which is in M,(SZ+(s)), is equivalent to q in M,(Y+). Thus [q’] = [q] in 
K,(Y+). The proof for K, is similar, but easier, using polar decomposi- 
tions. u 
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 4.1.1. We need to show 
j.+: K,(C*(X, [w)) -+ K,,(CSZ) respects the order; i.e., we need to show that 
if q is a projection in M,(CSZ), then we can find a projection 
PE M,(C*(X, [w)) such that j,[p] = [q] (where n need not equal m). 
To this end, given q E M,(CSI), we want to produce a projection 
p E M,(Y+ ) such that a,(p) = q. As we saw, when analyzing the diagram 
(4.6), the map i,,: K,,(CSZ) -+ K,(SZ+) is the zero map. Hence [q] = 0 in 
K,(SZ+). So, in the diagram (4.4), coming from the short exact sequence 
(4.3), we have exp( [q]) = 0 in K,(C,((O, 1)) OX). By definition of the 
exponential map in (4.4), exp( [q] ) = [e 2rria] where a is any self-adjoint ele- 
ment of M,(Y+) satisfying co(a) = q. Note that a,(a) is also a projection, 
because, as we saw in the proof of Lemma 4.1.6, 0, is a representation of 
9’+ with the same kernel as oO. Therefore, since a--‘~ ker oO, 
a,(a) - (al(a))’ = al(a -a’) = 0. Moreover, a,,(a) - al(a) is compact. 
Hence the pair (a,(a), g,(a)) represents an element in Cuntz’s definition of 
&(xX). 
We need to develop this observation a little. Recall [Ctz, Remark 11, 
that one may identify K,(X) with homotopy classes, [(P, Q)], of pairs of 
projections (P, Q) such that P - Q E Xx. The map [(P, Q)] + [e2nrA], 
where A is a path of self-adjoint operators joining P to Q such that 
P-A(t)cX for all t, is an isomorphism between K,(X) and 
K,(C,(O, 1) OX). Normally, K,(X) is viewed as homotopy classes of 
pairs of finite rank projections [(P, Q)] and the map 
[(P, Q)] + tr( P) - tr( Q) effects an isomorphism between KO( X) and Z. To 
see that these are equivalent ways of looking at K,(X)), let P and Q be 
arbitrary projections with P-Q E X. An easy calculation, using the fact 
that P and Q are projections, shows that (P- Q)’ commutes with P and 
Q. The operator (P- Q)’ is compact, with norm d 1. Let E, be the projec- 
tion onto the eigenspace of 1. Then E, is a finite rank projection, which 
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may of course be zero, that commutes with P and Q. However, 
Ef:=I--E, also commutes with P and Q and II(P-Q)Ef1/<1. Thus 
PEf and QEf are unitarily equivalent. Since P- Q E ~7, a unitary 
implementing the equivalence between the two may be found in I+ X. The 
map, then, that sends [(P, Q)] + [(PE,, QE,)] is well defined and is an 
isomorphism between Cuntz’s definition of K,(X) and the usual one. 
Moreover, we see that if [(P, Q)] = 0 in K,(X), then tr(PE,) = tr(QE,), so 
the unitary U implementing the equivalence between PE: and QEf can 
actually be chosen to satisfy the equation UPU-’ = Q. 
Returning to the pair of projections (a,(a), o,(a)), which represents zero 
in K,(X), we may find a unitary U in I+ X so that Us,(a) U-’ = a,(a). 
Since U may be joined to I by a continuous path of unitaries (U,},, c0,,, 
in 1+X, we conclude, upon setting pI= U,C~(U)U,~‘, that p (= {p,}) 
represents a projection in M,(Y+) such that co(p) = co(u) = q. Retracing 
the proof of Lemma 4.18, we find easily that the argument which produces 
a p’ in M,(SI(s)) such that [p’] = [p] shows that in fact p’ lies in 
M,(CSZ(s)) since q= a,&) E CSZ. Since CSZ(.s) equals C*(X, [w) by 
Theorem 3.8.3, we conclude that j,[p’] = [q]. 1 
4.3. In this subsection we determine the K-theory of iz(X, [w) and 
G3(X, [w) and we prove that &.63(X, [w) has a unique trace. 
THEOREM 4.3.1. (a) K&(X, [w)) N Z. 
(b) K,(Z(X RI) = 0. 
(c) K()(G3(X, R)) = H 0 KO(X). 
(d) K,(G3(X, Iw)) N K’(X). 
Proof: It is easy to see that ‘X(X, R) is strongly Morita equivalent to 
SI, . Indeed iz(X, Iw) is isomorphic to a full corner in SZ, . Hence (a) and 
(b) follow from the Completion of the Proof of Theorem 4.1.1 where we 
analyzed the diagram (4.4) that showed K,(SZ+ ) r Z and K,(SZ+ ) = 0. 
To prove the other two assertions, we begin with the diagram 





o- CSIA SI, -z C(X) - 0 
with exact rows. Here, i, and i2 are inclusions, as is ji, j,(q) = ~00, 
cp E C(X), and the 7ti are the quotient maps. This and Bott periodicity lead 
to the commutative diagram in which the rings are exact: 
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K'(X)@K'(X)< .-'I K,(SI) < I'- Kt (CW 
Here, of course, the a;s are the index maps and the exp’s are 
the exponential maps coming from Bott periodicity. The map 
y: K’(X) @ K,(SZ+ ) -+ K’(X) 0 K’(X) is defined by the formula 
Y(X, Y) = (x3 x + %*(Y)). 
In the analysis of diagram (4.6) we saw that 13,: K’(X) -K,(CSZ) and 
exp,: K’(X) + K,(CSZ) are onto. This implies that 8, and exp, are both 
onto. Hence (ii), = 0 and (rr,)* : K,(SZ) -+ K’(X) @ K’(X) is one to one. We 
will show that y maps K’(X)@K,(SZ+) isomorphically onto the range of 
rc 1 *. Since K,(SZ+ ) E Z while K,(SZ+ ) = 0, this will complete the proof. 
Since the analysis of diagram (4.6) shows that ker(x,,) =O, we see 
immediately that y is injective. The exactness of the rings implies that the 
image of zi,: K,(SZ) + K’(X) 0 K’(X) is the kernel of exp, and the image 
of 7c,*: K,(SZ)+K’(X)@K’(X) is the kernel of a,. Hence, we need to 
show that the range(s) of (the two instances of) y matches up with these 
kernels. 
First of all, observe that d,(y(O, y)) = a,(O, rc2*(y)) = 8, ojz,(z2,(y)) = 
a,(n,,(y)) = 0 and likewise exp,(y(O, y)) = 0. Secondly, recall that 
if cp E C(X), regarded as an element in SZ, then ni(cp) = (cp, cp) in 
C(X) @ C(X). Consequently, if cp E M,(C(X)) represents a K-theory class 
(either a projection or a unitary), then rci*([q]) = ([q], [q]). Thus for 
elements of the form (x, 0) E K’(X) @ K,(SZ+), y(x, 0) = (x, x) lies in 
the image of n,,. These two observations show that the image of 
y: K’(X)@ K,(SZ+) + K’(X)@ K’(X) is contained in the kernel of exp, 
580/110/l-15 
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while the image of y: K’(X)@ K,(SZ+) --t K’(X) @K’(X) is contained in 
the kernel of a,. For the reverse inclusions, suppose (xi, x2) E K’(X)@ 
K’(X) lies in the kernel of exp, and write (x,, x2) = (xi, xi) + (0, x2 -xl). 
We saw above that (xi, xi) is in the range of n,,, so (x,,xi) is in the 
kernel of exp,. Therefore (0, x2 -x1) is in the kernel of exp, . Since (x, , xi) 
is in the range of y, we need to show that (0, x2 -xi) is too. We 
have O=exp,(O,x,-x,)=exp,j,,(x,-x,)=exp,(x,-xi). So X~-X~E 
ker exp, = Im(rrz,). Choose y E K,(SZ+) so that ~c~~(~v) =x2-x1. Then 
(xi, x2) = (xi, x,) + (0, x2 -xi) = y(x,, y). The same argument shows that 
the kernel of a, contains the range of y mapping K’(X) @K,(SZ+) into 
K’(X)@K’(X). This completes the proof. 1 
We now show that the index theory developed in [CMXl] is unique; 
i.e., it shows that there is essentially only one way to imbed 63(X, iw) and 
‘z(X, Iw) in a II, factor so that one can equate the analytical indices of the 
elements in 63(X, [w) or iz(X, [w) with the topological indices of the sym- 
bols. We begin by showing that the trace on C*(X, aB) is unique under our 
hypothesis of strict ergodicity. This certainly is plausible and perhaps it is 
well known. However, since we lack a reference, we include a proof. 
Recall from Subsection 2.4 (see [CMXl ] also) that there is a natural 
trace z on C*(X, [w) defined first on C,(Xx Iw) by the formula 
W=~,4x,W ( ) h m x w ere m is the unique invariant probability. The 
GNS construction based on r yields a Hilbert algebra whose left 
von Neumann algebra is unitarily equivalent to the II, factor 
Ind m( W*(X, Iw)) = W(X, Iw). We write %, for {a E C*(X, [w) 1 T( Ial) < cc }. 
Then wi is a norm dense, two-sided ideal in C*(X, [w). 
LEMMA 4.3.2. Assume the flow is strictly ergodic. Let % be a semi- 
finite factor with a faithful, normal, semi-finite truce, z%, and let X% 
be the ideal of all relatively compact operators in ‘R If TC is a non- 
zero representation of C*(X, R) currying C*(X, R) into XX, then 
V1 = (uEC*(X, R) 1 T~(Tc(/u~))< CO} and there is a positive number 6 so 
that T&X(U)) = &(a) for all a E VI. 
Proof. Let %?&={b~c*(X, [w)) z,(lb[)<co}. Then %& is a norm 
dense, two-sided ideal in C*(X, Iw), which must, therefore, contain the 
Pedersen ideal [Ped, Theorem 5.6.11. It is easy to see that f(h) lies in the 
Pedersen ideal for every f E C,(p), the continuous, compactly supported 
functions on ll% Because linear combinations of elements of the form qof(h), 
cp E C(X), f E C,(R) are dense in C*(X, W) and because r and t% are normal 
traces on semi-finite factors, it suffices to find 6 > 0 so that 
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for all cp E C(X) and f E C,(R). By definition of r, 
Since 5% is a trace, z,,(n(cpf(h))) = T,(4u,cpf(h)u-,)) = z,(4cp,f(h))) for 
all cp E C(X) and f~ C,.(R). Hence r,,(rr(cPf(h))) = zw(rc(@((p) f(h))) = 
(jx cp dm) x ~dWV))). Th us it suffices to show that there is a 6 > 0 such 
that 
for all f~ C,.(R). By the properties of rgl, there is a Radon measure p on 
[w so that 
(Note: Since the flow is minimal, C*(X, R) is simple. Hence K is faithful. 
Since rgz is also faithful, we are guaranteed that p # 0.) Hence all we need 
to show is that p is translation invariant. 
To this end, fix &E R and choose qn in C(X) so that 
sp(cp,) c [A,- l/n, A, + l/n] and so that the L’(X)-norm of (P,, is one. 
Then by the normality of zw we have ~d4fW))) = ~d41’~, I2 f(h))) = 
z,(n(@,f(h)cp,)) = ~~(n(@(@,f(h)cp,))). However, as we showed in 
Lemma 2.5.4, @(@,J(h)cpn) = FE(h) where F,(1) = (rc,(f(h + A)) rc,((p,)l, 
rcO(qn) 1). Since the spectrum of qn is concentrated in [A, - l/n, 1, + l/n] 
we may write I;,(A) = J:“,Z :‘;n f( t + A) dv,( t) for some probability measure v, 
supported on [A, - l/n, 1, + l/n]. Hence we may write 
for all n. But as n + cc the inner integrals tend to f(& + A) uniformly on 
compact sets and so in the limit we have 
for all f~ C,.( iw). This completes the proof. 1 
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Turning now to 63(X, Iw), we view r as extended to all of W*(X, Iw) in 
the obvious way and we denote the extension by z, too. Of course this 
extension is no longer faithful. Indeed, its central support in W*(X, lF!) is 
the central cover of Ind(m). (See Theorem 2.4.2.) The restriction of r 
to 663(X, [w) is lower semicontinuous and (X63(X, R) is simple, by 
Theorem 3.7.1, consequently r must be faithful. We write, as before, 
%, = {UEc!xqX, R) 1 T((U()< + co}. 
THEOREM 4.3.3. Assume the flow is strictly ergodic. Let !TI he a semi- 
finite factor with a faithful, normal, semi-finite trace zgl. Suppose that 
7~: 6:63(X, R) + % is a faithful representation such that z((563(X, R)) lies 
in the ideal of relatively compact operators in %, XX, and define 
Gk%= {a~063(X, R) 1 zql(z(lal))< KI}. Then 9&=%?, and there is a 
positive 6 such that zw(n(a)) = &(a) for all a E g, 
Proof First note that our hypothesis that rc is faithful is tantamount o 
assuming that rc does not vanish on 063(X, [w) by Theorem 3.7.1. Also, we 
may assume that the restriction of 7~ to ED(X, [w) is non-degenerate. It
follows that the restriction of rr to C*(X, [w) is non-degenerate, also. (Recall 
that by Corollary 3.8.4, C*(X, 6X) is contained in G3(X, R).) Conse- 
quently, if ( gn},“_, is a sequence of non-negative functions in C,.(R) 
increasing pointwise to the constant function 1, then g,(h) lies in the 
Pedersen ideal of EGs(X, KY), n(g,(h))EX%, and {z(g,Jh))},F;, 
increases to the identity operator in %. Hence, we need only show that 
z,(x(af(h))) = &(af(h)) for all a E 63(X, IX) and all f c C,.(R). 
To this end, first note that z,(+kzp’f(h))) =O, where p’ =I-p. 
Secondly, recall that for cp E C(X), T, is the restriction of PI@ to the range 
of p, but here we shall think of T, simply as the element PcpP in 63(X, IX). 
Since the linear span of {T, T, / cp E A(X)} is dense in Z(X, (w) by Lemma 
3.6.2, it is easy to see that all we need to show is that there is a positive 
6 such that 
~qA4f(h)PcPPGif(h))) = Wf(h)mmV!fV)) 
for all compactly supported continuous f 3 0. Recall from Subsection 2.5 
that cpp,(h)@ d cpP@ d cpp”(h)@. Hence for f b 0 and cp E C(X), 
T,(~n(f(h)pcpp~fif(h)))3z,(n(f(h)pcpp,(h) @if(h))) 
= L,M~ @f(h) jif(h)cp q’i%i) 
3 M&‘i%l @fW(p,(h))2 f(h)cp J;,(h))) 
= ~m(4f(h) p,(h) w,(h) @p,(h) f(h))). 
Similarly, z,(x(f(h)pcpp@f(h))) < tdn(f(h) p”(h) w”(h) W(h) f(h))). 
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Since f(h) p”(h) 4@(h) W”(h) f(h) and f(h) ~,(h)cpp,(h) @P,#) f(h) are 
both in C*(X, R), we conclude from the normality of z,,i and r and the fact 
that z, = 6r on %‘r n C*(X, R) by Lemma 4.3.2 that 
Wf(h) BvW.f(h)) = lim, + o+ Wf@) P”(h) w”(h) cpp”(h) f(h)) 
=lim,.,+ zV1 (a(h) P”(h) w”(h) @P”(h) f(h))) 
3 ~,n(Q(h) Pcpp@Pf(h))) 
3 lim &+o+ .r,,(Mh) P,(h) w,(h) cpp,(h) f(h))) 
= lim, _ 0+ Wf(h) P,(h) cpp,(h) G@,(h) ,f(h)) 
= ~~(f(~)fwvPf(~)). 
This completes the proof. 1 
4.4. In this final subsection, we consider a class of strictly ergodic, non- 
minimal flows for which the computation of K-groups of the associated 
Toeplitz algebras is still valid. Although the same results also hold for 
C*-algebras of singular integral operators, for the sake of simplicity we 
only consider Toeplitz algebras. 
As before, let (X, R) denote a minimal, strictly ergodic flow. Pick an 
XEX and write C(X),X for (cp,: (PE C(X)}, where q,(t) = cp(x+ t) on R. 
Because the flow (X, R) is minimal, we have IIq, +fjl~ 3 IJrpll m for any 
cp E C(X) and f~ C,(R). Therefore C(X), + C,(R) is closed under the 
I/. 11 ,-topology and, consequently, is a C*-algebra of bounded continuous 
functions on IF!. When C(X), = AP, the collection of almost periodic 
functions on R, the algebra AP + C,(R) is known as the collection of 
asymptotically almost periodic functions and the associated Toeplitz 
C*-algebra was first studied in [Dougl]. 
It is easy to see that for any x, y E X, C(X)., + C,(R) and C(X), + C,(R) 
are naturally isomorphic as C*-algebras. Let .!Z’ denote the maximal ideal 
space of C(X), + C,(R). Notice that (q, t) H y~(. + t) is a continuous map 
from [C(X), + C,(R)] x R into C(X), + C,(R), which induces a flow on 3. 
It is not difficult to see that the flow (3, R) has a unique invariant 
probability measure, but is not minimal. Indeed if we write CZ,(V]) for the 
translation of q E C(X), + C,(R) under the flow, then, by the unique 
ergodicity of (X, IF!), we have, for cp E C(X) and f E C,(R), 
a,(cp.,+f)d!/?T-j cpdm =O. 
II x cc 
(*I 
This uniform convergence implies that (X, R) is uniquely ergodic. Observe 
next that C,( IR) is a non-trivial ideal in C(X), + C,(R). Therefore there is 
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a closed subset XcX such that C,(IW)={~EC(X),+C,([W):~~I%EO}, 
where 6 denotes the Gelfand transform of q. Because C,(H) is invariant 
under the flow, so is %. It follows from the chain of isomorphisms, 
C(8) E [C(X), + C,(R)]/C,(R) E C(X), z C(X), 
that w is a minimal set for the flow and (f, [w) is conjugate to (A’, 42). By 
(*), the invariant probability measure fi for the flow (5, IR) is supported 
on x Consequently, the natural representation of C(X), + C,(R) on 
L2(%, &r) = L*(f, dfi) is not faithful. Moreover, the trace ? on C*(X, [w) 
induced by dfi is not faithful. This means that the analytical index defined 
in terms of r will not tell the whole story about the invertibility of the 
Toeplitz operator with symbol in C(X), + C,([w). Nevertheless, the 
K-groups for these algebras can be computed using the results for (X, [w). 
Let iz(X, x) denote the C*-algebra generated by all T,, = PM, 1 HZ(R), 
q E C(X), + C,( IF!), and let &%(A’, x) denote its commutator ideal. It can be 
shown that X(X, x) E ‘I(%-, [w) and that QZ(X, x) z CS(X, [w), but we will 
not give the details except to say that the fact that C(X), + C,(H) is 
represented faithfully on H*(R) is crucial to the proof. Let 2 denote the 
C*-algebra generated by {T,: f E C,(lK!)}. Its commutator ideal K is, of 
course, the collection of compact operators on H2([W). For any f e C,(R) 
and g E L”( [w), T,T, - T,, E 6. Therefore 2 is an ideal in X(X, x). It is clear 
that 2, + 2 is dense in il(X, x). (Recall that 2, denotes the C*-algebra 
generated by Toeplitz operators {T,: r) E C(X),}.) We claim that 2, + 2 is 
closed. Indeed for any A E 2, and BE 2, we have II U:(A + B) U, II = 
IIA + BII and 
s-lim BU, = 0. 
t-m 
Here, (U,t)(A) = t(A - t) on H2(R). By the recurrence property of the flow, 
we can choose a sequence ( tn} such that t, + co and x + t, + x. Then 
s-lim n _ m [ Ut(A + B) U,n - A] = 0. Therefore 
11 All < lim inf II Ut(A + B) ZJ,” /I = IIA + BII. 
n-m 
This inequality implies that 2, + 2 is closed and, consequently, 
X(X, x) = 2,y + 2. 
Thus we have the splitting exact sequence 
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Because K,(2) = 0, the six-term K-theory exact sequence associated with 
this exact sequence yields the equations 
&(W, xl) = ZCll and K,(Z(X, x)) = 0. 
On the other hand the exact sequence, 
0 + cqx, x) -+%x(X, x) -2 C(X), + C,(R) + 0, 
yields the six-term exact sequence, 
KdWX x)) - K,(KK xl) - Ko(C(X)x + C,(R)) 
I 
&l 81 I 
K,(C(W, + Co@)) - K,(Wf, xl) - K,W(X, xl) 
Hence, as it is the case for the minimal flow (X, R), 
is an isomorphism and 
80: &(C(X), + Co@)) -+ K,W(X, x)) = K,(6:2(%“, R)) 
is a surjective homomorphism with a kernel Z[l]. 
Suppose that A E Z(X, x) is Fredholm in the sense that the equivalence 
class of A is invertible in Z(X, x)/6. We write A as A = B + C with B 
invertible in il,x and C E 2. In other words, 
A=B(l+B-‘C) 
with B-‘C E 2. Hence the only obstruction to inverting A is the ordinary 
Fredholm index of 1 + B-‘C, or, what amounts to the same thing, the 
topological index of the symbol a( 1 + B-‘C) E C,(R)+. Because B is inver- 
tible in 2,, which is contained in 2(X, x), a,( [a(B)]) =0 in K,(EZ(X, x)) 
and, therefore, the K,-class of c(B) is 0. We also see that A + (5 contains 
invertible elements if and only if [a( 1 + B-‘C)] = 0 in K,(C,(R)). This 
recovers Theorem 3 in [Dougl] for the Bohr group. 
Generally speaking, however, the above result cannot be accurately 
stated in terms of any sensible numerical index on iz(X, x). The cause of 
this defect is the unfaithfulness of the trace ? on C*(L!E, R). Notice that 
the symbol map r~ composed with ?* 0 13, : K,( C(X),y + C,(R)) -+ 02 
provides that traditional analytical index [CDSS, CMXl]. Because 
d,(K,(C,(R))) = K,(6) and ?,(K,(CS)) = 0, the analytical index map 
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z* - 0 8,3 o misses the contribution from the C,(R)-part of the symbol 
altogether. It seems that this defect of the index theory for Iz(X, x) can be 
remedied only with the intervention of K-theory. 
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